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What are "beyond helpers"? 

Beings of light are people’s spiritual guardians.... B.D. No. 3981

February 20th 1947

he beings which are surrounded by light in the spiritual kingdom are in closest contact with Me 
and therefore also share the same will, and they have a tremendous amount of strength at their  

disposal to implement their will. And thus they are effectively the executives of My will, they are My 
servants,  My authorised  representatives,  whose  actions  comply  with  My plan  of  Salvation  since 
eternity. They take care of countless beings on earth as well as in the beyond.... Everything that is 
alive, thus having a certain degree of maturity, also has to be cared for such that it achieves its goal,  
because without  help it  would never  take the right  path;  it  has  to  be constantly guided,  and this 
guidance and care is the responsibility of all beings who are permeated by light and strength, whose 
love for Me and for the unredeemed is so profound that they will always do that which complies with 
My will....  to release the imperfect spirit.  Countless beings of light are close to Me and tirelessly 
active.... thus countless people on earth are also able to enjoy their care, and every single fate, every 
event can be directed for the human being in such a way that he can fully mature, as is his destiny.

T

But even these beings of light will not infringe on the freedom of will, so that, in spite of greatest  
and utmost loving care, a descent into darkness is not impossible if the being itself resists the will and 
care of the light beings, thus when it does not acknowledge Me Myself and does not desire strength or  
light.... In that case the care of the spiritual beings of light will also cease until the person turns to Me 
himself and thereby also gives the beings of light the freedom to influence him.

But no human being on earth needs to do without the light beings’ help and love, no human being 
will be poorly considered or neglected by Me, but every person’s fate corresponds to his own will and 
this determines the amount of help and strength for his salvation. And since the beings of light are the 
executives of My will their guidance and care is the same as Mine. Consequently, one can only ever 
speak of My work and My help, because the beings of light belong to Me as part of Myself, even 
though they experience the happiness of My permeating them with strength and light and the bliss of 
constant activity for Me as individual beings. This activity, however, consists purely of executing what 
My love  and wisdom deems to  be  good and  beneficial  for  the  individual  souls.  Thus  the  entire 
universe can be full of souls in need of help, not one soul will have to do without divine care because 
the kingdom of light is infinite and the bliss of the souls therein consists of accepting tasks from Me 
and surpassing each other in fulfilling them.

The soul that has become My Own through shaping itself into love is also in direct contact with Me,  
and My will, My strength and My wisdom permeate this loving being so that it will not part from Me 
again for all eternity. It then lovingly devotes itself to the souls which cannot share this bliss due to  
their imperfection, and which the being of light feels impelled to release. It feels the same love for the  
unredeemed as I Myself, from Whose strength of love everything emerged. Thus it will also look after 
My living creations, take care of them and direct their state of affairs, so that every human being on 
earth has a spiritual guardian who, in turn, being completely connected to Me, cannot want and think 
other than I Myself. I stand above everything surrounded by a host of blissful spirits, but even the 
smallest and most insignificant being enjoys My care, My protection, and will not be forgotten by Me, 
even if this is incomprehensible to people because their knowledge and strength is limited and they 
assume that I have the same restrictions too, as long as they are imperfect themselves and have no idea 
about the power and light of the Perfect....

Amen
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Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Participation of the light beings in the work of creation.... B.D. No. 8105

February 19th 1962

he word which comes to you from Me will only ever impart the clearest knowledge to you, for 
this is My purpose, that you will be instructed in the truth, that your thinking is right, that you 

will receive clarification in all questions which move you mentally and that you therefore know the 
truth yourselves in order to be able to represent it to your fellow human beings. Again and again I try 
to clarify people's misconceptions, and I could and can only do this by making knowledge accessible 
to a completely ignorant person  before he took notice of this wrong knowledge, which, however, I 
Myself had not imparted to people but which resulted from his own wrong thoughts and changes.  I 
only ever try to instruct people in the truth but cannot prevent people from transforming it  again 
themselves and thus attain wrong thinking.... The apostasy of the spirits.... of the beings created by 
Me.... happened as it was explained to you again and again, that the beings, which had emerged from 
My strength  of  love  as  My  images,  turned  away  from Me  but  Whom  they  recognized  in  their 
abundance of light as their God and creator. These beings had been externalised by Me as completely 
independent,  and if  I  call  them My images they were therefore the image of Myself  in the most 
minimal form, if the word 'form' is applicable to spiritual beings at all.... Yet the beings were able to 
behold and recognize themselves, they were also able to exchange themselves through the 'word'. 
They were therefore independent beings, completely independent of each other and also independent 
of Me.... except for the constant radiance of love on My part which enabled them to create and work in 
the spiritual realm.... This radiance of love was therefore, as it were, the bond which united us.... And 
the  apostate  beings  themselves  tore  this  bond apart  by  turning  away  from Me and rejecting  the 
illumination of love.... and consequently also lost their creative power and became incapable of any 
activity.... which meant the hardening of their spiritual substance.... However, I had separated these 
beings from Me, they were isolated from Me, yet each individual being was an original spirit brought 
into being by Me...., originally a 'God-like being'.....  Understand that it  was therefore also able to 
determine its own free will and was in no way influenced or hindered by Me, because in the light of its 
knowledge it was also very well able to judge what it wanted and did.... And yet, it turned away from 
Me and voluntarily strove towards the abyss, which then also meant the loss of light, of the strength of 
love from Me and consequently the loss of all knowledge. Thus the kingdom of darkness came into 
being which received all these beings which had voluntarily separated themselves from Me.... That I 
will not leave these beings in darkness forever has also been told to you again and again, for My 
nature is  love and love gives up nothing....  love always seeks unification with everything that has 
emerged from love.... Yet every fallen original spirit has to return to Me of its own free will before the 
beatification through My love can take place again. But the fallen one is completely weakened, for it 
rejected the strength from Me.... And if this weakened one is to cover the path from the abyss to the 
height then it has to be helped.... And all spiritual beings full of light which are filled with love are 
ready to help it, because their love is therefore meant for the weak, fallen one until its final return to  
Me.... And furthermore you must know that all spiritual beings full of light, all spiritual beings which 
once remained with Me, create and work together with Me in My will.... And thus it will also be 
understandable to you that all works of creation arose from this joint activity.... that I make all spirits 
which emerged from Me happy by constantly receiving strength and using it, by letting creations arise 
in accordance with My will which are now intended to serve the fallen spirits as a way back to Me....  
You will understand that the beings full of love take care of their fallen brothers and thus see their task 
in  redeeming  themselves....  And  thus  every  single  original  spirit....  even  if  it  is  dissolved  into 
innumerable substances.... will experience the care of this light-filled spiritual being during its entire 
course of upward development until the last perfection.... For love always applies to the wretched and 
seeks to lead it to beatitude, regardless of whether love radiates from Me directly or from the beings of 
light, for it is always My emanation of love which flows through all beings of light, which now again 
pass on and utilize the strength as stations of strength according to My will. Thus the fallen original 
spirits are handed over to these beings for care, which means that they grant them help throughout the 

T
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whole process of ascent development, that they create all prerequisites in order to give the individual 
spiritual substances the opportunity to be of service, and thus always let earthly creations arise in My 
will.... the spiritual substances as a cover in which maturing now takes place through service. And thus 
this spiritual substance slowly ascends from the abyss, through the stone, plant and animal kingdoms 
up to the human being.... And even as a human being, the original spirit.... now its soul.... needs the 
care of the world full of light.... But now it would not be able to take a step upwards because this 
upward development in the human being can only be achieved by love, but the soul is completely 
devoid of love, for it once rejected My illumination of love and now has to voluntarily open itself to  
My illumination of love again.... which, however, can only happen if there is already a small spark of 
love  in  it....  And I  Myself  place  this  spark  into  the  human  being's  soul  at  the  beginning  of  his 
embodiment.... But a divine spark of love is always inseparably connected with eternal love.... So you 
humans can well say that you have the God-spirit in you, for this spark of love is My share, it is the  
spirit of My spirit.... it is the divine ray of love which, however, still remains ineffective as long as you 
still  resist  Me....  but  which  immediately  ignites  when  you  open  yourselves  in  free  will  to  the 
illumination of love from Me, that is..., if you mentally turn to Me, if you make an effort to live to 
please Me, if you implore Me in prayer for My grace, My spirit and My strength.... if you therefore 
consciously want to belong to Me again and hand yourselves over to Me, so that I can then fill you 
with My spirit, so that the bond of your spiritual spark with the eternal father-spirit is established, 
which then secures your irradiation of love again, which slowly leads you to perfection. This bond of 
My divine spirit of love with you, which must be striven for by your free will,  is then also your 
complete change of will. You approach the original state again and then return to Me at your demise as 
a perfected original being.... The being which once turned away from Me has voluntarily found its 
way back to Me, and it now shines in brightest light again.... because My love can radiate through it  
again as it once did when it was still with Me in the kingdom of the blissful spirits.... And all beings of  
light took part in its bliss, just as they took part in its fate when it was still wretched....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Activity of non-fallen primordial spirits.... B.D. No. 8755

February 17th 1964

f you are to be active as teachers, then you must also be informed about everything in truth; you 
must be able to refute every erroneous teaching, therefore be completely informed yourselves about 

that what you want to bring to your fellowmen as spiritual knowledge. And you will also only then 
represent your knowledge convinced when you are enlightened by Me Myself, because I alone know 
about everything and also I  alone can introduce you to the areas,  which are inaccessible to your 
intellect. The act of creation of the spiritual beings was always an emanation of My strength of love 
into the vessel which I created for Myself as the first being.... which therefore received My flow of 
strength  of  love  and  which  now....  since  it  was  My image....  again  utilized  the  strength  flowing 
towards  it  by  likewise  being  creatively  active  by  creating  beings  of  the  same  kind  in  endless 
numbers.... Thus every being was radiated love-power from Me.... Every being had to be supremely 
perfect  because  nothing  imperfect  could  emerge  from  Me,  because  My  strength  of  love  never 
diminished and thus the same strength of love flowed through all these beings. That I would have 
created something secondary from Me could therefore not be possible.... But the beings themselves 
could form themselves to ungodly beings through their wrong direction of will. And so it has to be 
pointed out for the time being that every being had free will, otherwise it could not be called perfect. 
This free will was now confronted with a decision because the being was to prove its perfection. It  
was to decide whether it  wanted to remain perfect, although it  could also turn into the opposite.... 
precisely because it was equipped with free will. And that innumerable perfectly created beings fell 
away from Me during this test of will and followed their lord into the deep, who  himself had not 
passed the test of will, of this you have already often been informed. But now the question is whether 
there were also beings which were created without free will, which therefore could not do otherwise 

I
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than  fulfil  My will?  Then  I  Myself  would  have  created  inferior  beings  which  had to  be  denied 
perfection, for free will belongs to a perfect being, otherwise they would have been  insubstantial 
'works' of My creator's will.... dead creations, so to speak, for only free will is the cause of every 
activity....  But  whether  this  will  has  completely  subordinated  itself  to  Me  or  works  on  its  own 
authority, that now also determines the relationship of the being to Me. Every unfallen being now gave 
itself to Me fully and completely; it subordinated its will to Mine of its own accord and now worked 
with Me and in My will. It only carried out what corresponded to My will, because through its bond 
with Me it was also of the same will itself.... while the apostate beings separated themselves by virtue 
of their free will. They disregarded My will and worked against Me and can only again reach the high 
degree of love after endless long walk through the deep where they voluntarily again submit to My 
will, then therefore also again work and create with Me in My will, which has now also become theirs. 
So you therefore have to differentiate: beings of light.... who remained loyal to Me during their free 
test of will and therefore will always create and work in My will and therefore are immeasurably 
happy, because they will never feel as unfree beings determined by Me, because such a state would 
completely contradict My order from eternity.... and apostate beings, which directed their free will 
wrongly, which would always work against Me if I did not bind their will during the time of their  
ascent from the abyss. The process of return now takes place on these beings, in which all light beings, 
i.e. all once not fallen beings and such, which have already reached the adoption as children of God in 
earth life or stand in an already high degree of light, take part.... All these beings carry My will within 
themselves, however it is free and submits itself to Mine of its own accord, since this would truly not 
be a sign of a divine and perfect being if it were under compulsion.... that it would therefore have to 
carry out what I instruct it  to do.... You humans still cannot quite explain the word 'perfection' to 
yourselves.... For then every state of imperfection is excluded, and unlimited happiness is the lot of a 
perfect being, but which could not be brought into line when a being was determined to all activity 
and therefore would be unfree so to speak. The army of spirits created by Me, which remained with 
Me, are innumerable, and all work in infinity, always in the redeeming sense, by them creating the 
possibilities  for  ascent  for  everything  fallen.  Yet  it  is  wrong to  say  that  these  beings  cannot do 
anything other than carry out  My will, instead, they  want nothing other than to serve Me and all 
unredeemed spirits, because they are high spirits of love, and I Myself allow them to work for Me in 
order to make them happy, for a thought from Me is truly sufficient to bring it to fruition by virtue of  
My will in order to cause everything to come into being that which these beings of light create, in 
order to feel bliss themselves in the process.... And when I speak of beings of light it is the same as 
when I speak of the endless host of My angels, who all stand in highest perfection and proved their  
perfection by remaining loyal to Me when a greater host of these angels turned away from Me and fell 
into the abyss. They have proven their love and loyalty to Me, and still also these light beings once 
walk the course through the deep, so that they themselves accomplish the work of formation to the 
child  of  God,  that  they  then  out  of  own  will  and  serving-willing  love  themselves as  it  were 
accomplish a work of creation, which exactly I could not create for Me, because this has free will as 
prerequisite, which the being then uses in earth life as man to reach highest perfection. And all beings 
which have faithfully remained with Me are in the highest degree of light and their love for Me is 
indescribable, they know about My will and will understandably not allow any other will to arise in 
them because  of  their  infinitely  profound  love.  But  none  of  these  beings  is  bound  to  My will, 
otherwise  its  beatitude  would  be  diminished,  which  will  never  happen  from  Me....  But  that 
nevertheless My whole work of creation is subject to the hierarchy of My angels is due to the fact that 
the power once radiated by Me as being has to be constantly active and that My love again and again  
lets  ideas  come into execution to  constantly make My creatures  happy....  But  only an activity  in 
freedom will ever make happy, never an activity in compulsion.... Because only the fallen spiritual is 
subject to compulsion in a certain period of time, but never the beings, which are active as angels of 
light in My kingdom...._>Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Mental influence of light beings 

Questions answered by otherworldly knowing beings.... B.D. No. 2205

January 7th 1942

very spiritual thought establishes the connection with the world on the other side; every spiritual 
thought is an expression of power of spiritual friends, whose activity consists in imparting power 

to beings, which are powerless. Because knowledge is power, and the beings on the other side, which 
stand in knowledge, also want to transfer knowledge to men in the form of thoughts, therefore give 
them  answers  to  questions,  which  they  direct  mentally  to  knowing  powers,  if  they  also  do  not 
consciously  request  the  answer.  Man  asks  questions  unconsciously,  as  soon  as  he  thinks  about 
something, what eludes his knowledge. When he now dwells longer time on a question, the knowing 
powers go into action.... they whisper the answer to man mentally, i.e., thoughts jump to man, and as 
he is not yet informed about the nature of the thought, he sees himself as originator of this thought and 
the result as own intellect-product. Nevertheless he again builds up on this thought.... therefore he 
remains in contact.... with the giving beings on the other side he is instructed by these while he is in 
the belief to have solved intellectually the problem, which has caused him to that question. What 
thought  really  is  cannot  be  explained  to  men  so  comprehensibly,  and  that  is  why  exactly  these 
announcements often meet with resistance. Own thinking is put under the emergence of the work, and 
therefore  also  the  credibility  of  that  is  doubted,  what  is  beyond all  doubt.  And only  when man 
becomes clear about the nature of thought, he attaches deeper value to these mediations. And still man 
will be able to feel the imparting of power himself because when thoughts corresponding to truth 
reach him, his soul feels this beneficently, and it drives his will to inform fellowmen of the result of 
his thinking, and therefore man now also works as power giver by him passing on knowledge, which 
is  basically  power out of God. Power stimulates activity,  consequently no-one will  be able  to  be 
inactive who receives.... power Every thought, which is imparted to man out of the spiritual kingdom, 
will cause him to talk about it, and so man unconsciously puts himself into the service of the mature  
spiritual, by him contributing to the spreading of that what knowing powers have imparted to him. 
Consequently the earthly world is constantly in contact with the spiritual world, because the latter 
seizes every thought and seeks to answer it, as soon as the questioner dwells longer time with his 
question.... .

E

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Thought transmission from the kingdom of light to earth.... B.D. No. 2736

May 13th 1943

hrough the thought transmission from the kingdom of light to earth an extraordinary knowledge 
can be imparted to man in a way, which certainly does not seem supernatural. And men also take 

no offence at it because they consider the thought material as won themselves. And still the beings out  
of  the  spiritual  kingdom are  active,  otherwise  man would  be  completely  without  thoughts  not....  
counting the pure earthly thoughts, which are merely functions of the bodily organs. Man does not 
know what thought is; he sees himself as creator of every thought and is still only a receiving station 
for the radiation of the beings in the kingdom on the other side. Thought is therefore the perpetual 
power current, which now however can be of good or also bad effect, according to the will of man as 
the source of this power current. As men exchange their thoughts on earth, so also the beings on the 

T
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other side seek to express themselves, and they can only do this mentally, because thought activity is 
their  actual  life.  The actual  thought  from man to  man is  also first  born in  the heart  before  man 
expresses it. And it must first be put into the heart by those powers; therefore the being on the other 
side speaks so to speak with man before, however not audibly, but only mentally, and according to the 
will of man he utilizes the thoughts. According to the degree of maturity of the givers is also the 
content  of  the  thoughts,  which  are  transmitted  to  man.  The  light  beings  transfer  deep  spiritual 
knowledge to  man,  and they enlighten him in all  questions  and doubts,  which concern God and 
eternity;  they give him enlightenment about their actual assignment on earth. They only hand out 
purest, light-fullest truth because they stand in direct union with God. But beings, which have not yet 
reached this degree, which themselves are still ignorant, because they are imperfect, likewise seek to 
transfer  their  thoughts  to  men,  because  the  communication  instinct  is  inherent  in  all.  But  these 
thoughts do not correspond to truth because they do not know truth themselves and stand in erroneous 
thinking through God-opposing influence. And consequently they seek to also push the thoughts of 
man into a direction, which more corresponds to the will of the opponent of God; they direct them to 
earthly things because this knowledge is closer to them. So also the earthly thoughts are influenced in 
a certain sense by the beings on the other side; they are immediately received and processed by the 
thinking organs, while the spiritual thoughts are born in the heart, because then light spirit speaks....  
transfer  their  power  to  man in  form of  thoughts,  and man must  become knowing when he  pays 
attention to such thoughts. Because they did not come from him himself. Thought is spiritual material, 
therefore something imperishable, what does not end with the death of man, but continues to exist in 
the spiritual kingdom, only holding truth or error according to the will and life of man. And the beings 
of the hereafter seek to transfer both to earth by trying to influence the thinking of man.... .

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Mental influence by beings of light.... B.D. No. 3354

December 3rd 1944

s soon as a bearer of light in the beyond, an enlightened being, has managed to be heard by a 
person it will always stay close to him in order to influence his every thought, thus in order to 

instruct him constantly. Yet the human being's will is always decisive as to whether the light being's 
endeavours are successful. For although the being is powerful and would be able to take complete 
possession of the person's thoughts his freedom of will is not restricted, hence the information is never 
conveyed to him against his will. Consequently, the light beings' teaching activity requires extreme 
patience. Time and time again they have to direct a person's thoughts to a specific subject which they 
are ready to explain, and they may not become impatient when these thoughts digress. Their love for 
people has to be considerable in order to repeatedly muster understanding for their failings and not 
stop trying to arouse people's interest in spiritual knowledge. For this reason a person in intimate 
contact with the beings of light will also have a different mentality; despite the fact that he is not yet  
being instructed in an obvious manner he will spend much thought on spiritual subjects, and this 
contemplation will satisfy him since it will result in an agreeable answer. And then the beings of light 
will be able to move into action, they are always able to enter a person's train of thoughts, they are 
able  to  transfer  their  thoughts  to  people....  Yet  it  depends  on the  individual's  receptiveness  as  to 
whether their effort and patience are successful, for the more willing he is the more attentively he 
listens within, that is, he takes notice of his thoughts, he will not discard them instantly but think them 
through, and only then can they become effective, thus move him into action.... to do what he was 
mentally advised to do.

A

If the human being has paid attention to these transmissions then the desire will also arise in him to 
tell his fellow human beings what he has heard, what he has spiritually received, for whatever moves 
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him will also urge him to pass it on. And this in turn prepares his fellow human beings for the light 
beings' work on them, for as soon as another person listens to what he is told he also starts to think 
about it, and the being of light will again be able to intervene and provide food for thought in the form 
of mental questions and explanations.

All people are entrusted to such beings of light, all people are surrounded by them, and they pay 
attention to every thought. And as soon as the thoughts turn to spiritual matters, hence to things which 
are unrelated to earthly life, which do not concern the body but the human soul, the beings of light try 
to  direct  the  thoughts  onto  the  right  track....  by mentally  whispering  the  correct  information,  the 
answer to questions raised, so that they, having arisen in themselves, will be considered and, with 
good will, also be assessed. For the thought only becomes valuable when it is put into practice, when 
the mental advice is implemented accordingly. Yet the light beings' efforts are often in vain with many 
people because they only aspire to purely earthly things and have no interest in spiritual work or 
spiritual knowledge. In that case the beings of light are grateful for every support by way of a human 
mouth.... For the beings of light can neither visibly appear nor introduce people to the right knowledge 
against their will, but it is always the person's own will which allows or rejects the light beings' work 
on him. And the beings of light are subject to laws, because the human being's free will has to remain 
unaffected as not to make it impossible for the person to attain perfection.

For this reason the right knowledge can only be made accessible to people once they employ their 
own will, by willingly accepting the influence of the being which, as a representative of light, makes 
the knowledge available to them. Only then will the light beings surrounding a person be able to do 
their work, they will be able to instruct him mentally and provide him with information about every 
question that moves him. Then he will always be spiritually guided and looked after, and his thoughts 
will  be led onto the right  path,  for  the beings  of  light  have much strength and authority  at  their 
disposal providing the human being's will does not resist their influence....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Light bearers on earth Organs of spiritual light beings.... Their 
activity.... 

B.D. No. 3953

January 7th 1947

he beings of light always dwell close to earth in expectation that a soul will open itself for the ray 
of light from above. But people rarely turn their thoughts to the spiritual kingdom, and therefore 

only a few can be mentally influenced as it is helpful for their souls. People's will is far more turned 
towards the earthly world, and this drowns out the voice from the spiritual world. And that is why 
voices must also sound on earth, voices must become loud in the midst of the worldly hustle and 
bustle which announce the same thing the beings of light would like to convey to people. People must 
convey to their fellow human beings what they have received from the kingdom of light, and thus they 
are, as it were, the organs through which the beings of light announce themselves, through which they 
make themselves heard for the spiritual gifts, for their mental emanation, which is intended to touch 
all people through them who open their hearts to the spiritual influx. The beings of light are constantly 
active because their help is urgently needed in the last time before the end. And thus they try to direct 
people's  thoughts  into  the  spiritual  realm,  they try to  introduce  them to the truth by guiding the 
ignorant to the knowledgeable or by initiating spiritual conversations in order to mentally influence 
the teachers and listeners and then exert their own influence on all those whose thoughts dwell on the 
questions raised. Then the right answer can reach them, it can be conveyed to them by the beings of 
light, then the beings of light can work according to their task, they can express their love for people 
by conveying the pure truth, they can be active and continuously distribute what they themselves 
receive  from  God....  spiritual  knowledge  which  corresponds  to  the  truth....  Every  spiritual 
conversation on earth is the work of these beings of light which diligently endeavour to guide the 
earthly children into right thinking and thus try to achieve this through mental transmission if people 
do not offer resistance through too worldly an attitude, through worldly desire or conscious defence of 

T
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spiritual thoughts. As soon as light bearers on earth work for the kingdom of God, the spiritual beings 
of light can work more successfully by also influencing the light bearers such that they express the 
right thoughts to their fellow human beings and have a stimulating effect on them through instruction. 
And thus spiritual work is continuously carried out on earth as well as in the spiritual kingdom in 
order to reduce people's hardship,  in order to mentally guide them onto the right path,  for it  has 
become urgently necessary in the last days before the end that people are instructed from above, that a  
light is kindled for them, that the truth is brought to them so that their souls can seek and also find the 
kingdom of God..... For the time is approaching its end and the spiritual hardship on earth is so great 
that all spiritual beings full of light are ready to help on earth as well as in the spiritual kingdom....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Only beings of light are permitted to teach.... B.D. No. 7953

July 31th 1961

he spiritual world constantly endeavours to bring help to those people who desire help from the 
beings of light.... For all beings of light act in accordance with My will, and if I want to help  

people then it will often take place through My angels, through all spirits of light, whose happiness 
consists of implementing My will. But all these beings do not act in opposition to My will, because 
due to their spiritual maturity they completely entered into My will already, because they want nothing 
other than to comply with My will, in other words: My will is their will too, since they possess an 
abundance of love and wisdom and recognise that My will only intends that which is right for My 
living  creations  and therefore  they  unconditionally  submit  themselves  to  My will.  And thus  it  is 
understandable that they will indeed impart the full truth if they are permitted by Me to bring spiritual 
enlightenment to people.... if they have the task to instruct people mentally, to proclaim the Gospel to 
them in the form of My Word, which I also convey to you through these beings of light.... but the 
Word which originates from Me will always be the  same, because they receive My illumination of 
love and then pass it on again. For their bliss consists of their uninterrupted connection with Me, of 
the flow of My Word which is heard by them directly and which they pass on again according to My 
will. Thus beings of light can never disseminate untrue spiritual knowledge, and only beings of light 
are permitted to teach you humans if you have asked Me Myself for the truth, if you demonstrate your 
desire for truth to Me through your appeal for it. In that case you can only be taught the truth, for I 
will protect you from the intrusion of immature spirits who want to impart wrong teachings to you 
because they act on behalf of My adversary.... but which will never gain entry to people who desire 
truth.... And therefore you can safely accept the Words offered to you by beings of light as My Word, 
for they are merely the mediators of the pure truth from Me, which they themselves receive in form of 
a direct address....

T

For My Word sounds in the kingdom of the blessed spirits in order to make them incredibly happy.... 
But then they will also work with it because the love of these beings constantly endeavours to bring 
light into the darkness, and My Word is the light which penetrates the darkness.... And if you humans 
want to receive the pure truth from Me you need only make heartfelt contact with Me and appeal for 
it....  You can  rest  assured  that  I  will  grant  this wish  to  you,  and  then  you can  also  accept  that 
everything given to you is given by Me Myself, even if it is conveyed to you through beings of light, 
for My strength of love, My Word, shines into them and through them down to you humans again, 
since these beings care for you with greater than great love and will also prevent misguided thinking 
from influencing your thoughts. They push all immature spirits away from you on My instructions, so 
that the pure ´Word of God´ is not distorted, so that you humans may receive it in all purity and as 
accurate as it originated from Me. Nevertheless, the fact that My adversary is also at work and makes 
an effort to sow evil seeds everywhere cannot by denied.... Yet this will always be determined by 
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people themselves, i.e. by their will, who allow themselves to be accessed by these forces, who thus 
do not entirely hand themselves over to Me and only strive for the pure truth.... who use their own will 
and allow themselves to be taken possession of by still unenlightened beings.... This is why a person 
should practise rigorous self-criticism as to what extent he has entered into the right relationship with 
Me.... And he should only ever hand himself over to the good forces, to the beings of light and the 
implementers of My will, he should appeal to Me for protection from being besieged by everything 
unspiritual.... he should only ever want to be addressed by Me Myself, Who is the primary source of 
truth and Who therefore will only ever bestow truth upon those who desire it.... However, I know and 
see through his heart and all his thoughts.... And thus I also know the substance of his innermost 
nature.... and accordingly he will receive, accordingly he will be surrounded by forces of light or of 
darkness. Yet the eternal light of love will always shine into a receptive heart which utterly opens itself 
to Me so that I can fill it with light and strength....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Embodiment of light beings 

Law of the eternal order.... embodied light beings.... B.D. No. 7391

August 18th 1959

 law has been given to you that you should move in divine order during your earthly life.... If you 
comply with this law then eternal beatitude is also guaranteed to you, then you will end your 

earthly life as divinely shaped beings, for to comply with the divine order means nothing else than to 
shape the being into love, which is the sign of divinity, thus creating beings which are equal to God.  
This was God's  aim in the creation of His beings,  which certainly emerged from Him in highest 
perfection but nevertheless first had to acquire the highest degree of perfection.... which had to shape 
themselves into gods if they were to reach the aim which God had set for everything created by Him. 
For one thing was necessary for the beings to be able to use their free will which could just as well 
strive for the opposite, which could tempt them to fall into the deepest depths, which is what happened 
to a large part of the created original spirits. They had to have complete freedom as to where they 
directed their will.... The fact that they directed it wrongly does not make it impossible to reach the 
last aim, the divinisation of the being. But then the highest degree of perfection has been reached by 
the being itself. The highest angelic beings have not yet reached this degree of perfection, although 
they are still as they came forth from the hand of their creator. But they still stand in dependence on 
God's will, which they certainly freely fulfil and thereby prove their perfection.... Nevertheless, the 
path through the abyss is necessary, and therefore such angelic beings also once take the path as a 
human being across earth for the purpose of a mission which, however, is extremely difficult and 
sorrowful (18.8.1959) and which will also rarely just proceed to the end like other people's earthly 
path but always has special characteristics, such as unusual suffering or strokes of fate which hardly 
seem bearable for others.  However,  such a walk across the earth is  of utmost importance for the 
development  of  the being,  for  the  highest  degree of  perfection  can  be reached through it,  which 
precisely requires a walk across this earth. The souls of light admittedly no longer have a long way to 
go until their perfection, but nevertheless they have to walk the path unconsciously of their nature, and 
since they feel like every other human being they often carry an inconceivably heavy burden of their  
lot, which they nevertheless take upon themselves fully consciously when the earthly path is placed 
before their eyes before embodiment. For they know about the aim of attaining childship to God, they 
know about the highest degree of perfection which they must strive for and attain of their own free 
will because it cannot be given to them. The fact that a being fails during its earthly life is prevented 
by the beings of light who constantly watch over and ward off the evil forces which want to try their  
hand at that person. Moreover, their desire for God is particularly strong, which admittedly also results 
in particularly strong temptations, for that would be their greatest triumph, to bring a pure angelic 
spirit to fall during earthly life.... But the strength of love is likewise particularly strong in such a 
person, and this will be able to resist every such temptation without becoming a victim of the dark 
world. For he, too, will be able to draw strength from Jesus Christ and always resist, because the bond 
between a spirit of light and Jesus Christ does not cease even when the former, embodied as a human 
being, has put on the earthly garment. The soul is strong and maintains the bond with Him, Who 
likewise walked across the earth in order to reach the final aim of deification.... And this bond protects 
him from the depth, which would certainly be possible without Jesus Christ and His strength, because 
the temptations are also exceedingly strong which the prince of the underworld prepares for such an 
embodied soul.  But all  his  efforts  are  in vain,  for Jesus Christ  will  not allow a brother  from the 
kingdom of light to fall into his hands. And for the most part the earthly course will end with the 
highest aim, the union with God, and only in rare cases can a delay occur but still not reduce the 
abundance of light which such a soul brings with it to earth at the beginning. But then the soul is free 
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at any time to repeat its earthly progress once more, yet this will only ever happen for the purpose of a  
mission, and an abundance of suffering will always be its fate on earth....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Incarnation of many light beings in the last days.... B.D. No. 8245

August 19th 1962

he fact that it has become necessary for so many beings of light to incarnate on earth in the last  
days is because people only develop very little love, with the result that the spiritual darkness has 

increased.... Thus light shall be brought to humanity. They do not kindle the flame within themselves 
which would provide them with the necessary illumination, consequently the light has to be brought to 
them from outside, that is, they have to be taught by fellow human beings who know the truth, that is,  
who possess a light. The embodied beings of light become knowledgeable as human beings by living a 
life of love, for at the start of their incarnation this knowledge is strange to them as well, since they,  
like  everyone  else,  first  have  to  educate  themselves  in  order  to  become bearers  of  light  which, 
however, comes easy to them because they are willing to love and love is the light which enlightens 
them from within. Hence I convey My Word to earth through them, I bestow light upon people so that  
they will be introduced to the knowledge of their original state, their apostasy and their task during 
their human existence.... Therefore they are not without knowledge even if they live without love, but 
they receive clarification and only need to be of good will in order to also accept the explanations and 
live their life accordingly. And especially the bearers of light.... these embodied beings of light.... are 
rarely listened to, for they preach and demand a life of love, which is a requirement their fellow 
human beings don't want to live up to. Thus there will still be a great struggle by the world of light for  
the souls of people who close their eyes and ears and listen instead to the voice of the world.

T

As a result, two directions can very clearly be recognised: people who reject all light will walk along 
in profound spiritual darkness, whereas other people will emanate light to their fellow human beings 
and live a way of life according to My commandments, and there the light will increase, people will  
have knowledge at their  disposal which will give them great joy because they then recognise the 
purpose of their earthly life.... People need support for they no longer do anything to find their way 
out of spiritual darkness, their will is weak because it is constrained by God's adversary, and as long as 
the  human being lives  entirely  without  love  he  is  still  part  of  the  one  who had pulled  him into  
darkness. This is why the human being has to be told time and again to practise love, and he will  
always be supported by the world of light so that he will become enlightened himself and realise why 
he is living on earth. For this reason God speaks to people through mediators, through beings of light,  
who have embodied themselves on earth and voluntarily muster the will to enter into close contact 
with their God and Creator of eternity.... who want to bring salvation to their fellow human beings and 
return His children to their heavenly Father if they don't resist their efforts, if they accept the light, if 
they allow themselves to be permeated by the Eternal Light, which always happens when people are 
willing to  listen to  God's  Word and live accordingly....  Then the darkness  will  be penetrated and 
people will become knowledgeable and come to realise that they have a Father Who wants to help 
them return to Him and therefore sends His messengers to them to spread the light which they receive 
from God Himself.... And there will still be a struggle for all souls which live in darkness of spirit, for 
people shall still be saved before the end and will escape the dreadful fate of being banished again into 
the creations of the new earth....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Mission of the light beings.... Awakening of the spirit of God.... 
Redemptive work of Jesus Christ.... 

B.D. No. 8246

August 20th 1962

hen the  knowledge of  Jesus  Christ  and His  act  of  salvation  is  imparted to  you,  when the 
spiritual mission of the man Jesus is explained to you, My spirit must always be at work in 

you,  irrespective  of  whether  you receive  this  knowledge from Me directly  or  accept  it  from My 
messengers.... For only the spirit will open up the understanding for you, and only through the spirit  
can you receive such instruction from above.... This knowledge is the most important thing, for you 
must take note of the great work of mercy which was accomplished for you for the sake of your 
original sin, and you must be enlightened about the spiritual correlations, about the spiritual mission 
of the man Jesus, because you must call upon Him, because you should carry your guilt of sin under 
His cross, because you should acknowledge Him as redeemer of the world.... And this knowledge of 
Jesus Christ will truly come forth from Me, for My adversary endeavours to take precisely the faith in 
Jesus as divine redeemer away from people, and therefore he will never testify to the fact that „Jesus 
Christ has come into the flesh...“ And this is how you recognize the „divine“ spirit which is always 
active when you are introduced to the truth,  when the knowledge of Jesus Christ  and His act  of 
salvation is presented to you.... And My spirit also works where people still walk in darkness, if only a 
vessel can be found into which it can pour. You humans can certainly do much to enlighten your 
fellow human beings who are still completely blind in spirit, and you will truly accomplish blessed 
work, because all people shall find redemption through Him, because all people shall carry their guilt  
under the cross of Christ.... Yet I will also work through My spirit, for people will be everywhere who 
live a life of love, who long for truth, for profound knowledge, and whom I can now also introduce 
through My spirit. Only the willingness to accept enlightenment must be present, otherwise My spirit 
cannot work in such a way that it instructs a person from within. This is why many beings of light are 
embodied on earth during the time of the end which enable the transmission of My word from above, 
which can now also impart the knowledge of Jesus Christ to those who are still in complete ignorance 
and therefore also run the risk that  their  souls  will  not  find redemption in  their  earthly life.  The 
knowledge which is passed on from person to person usually does not remain pure, and therefore it is 
necessary time and again that the pure truth is conveyed to people through the working of the spirit.  
Love and faith, however, are very deficient, and therefore people also live in spiritual darkness.... But 
if a being of light descends to earth for a redeeming mission then it also brings a degree of love with it  
which seeks constant contact with the source of love.... with Me.... and it seeks to increase its degree 
of love.... And thus it is also possible for Me to address its spirit, and it will listen to it and thus serve 
Me as a mediator, so that I can give people an enlightenment about the mission of the man Jesus, 
about the original sin guilt and about the redemption from this guilt.  Yet only truthful knowledge 
serves people, otherwise they reject it and cannot take the path to the cross and then also enter the 
kingdom of light, because the redemption through Jesus Christ is a prerequisite for this.... No human 
being can be spared the path to the cross, otherwise he will pass over into the kingdom of the beyond 
burdened by original sin, where he can indeed still find Jesus Christ but he will never reach the degree 
he could have reached on earth through the act of salvation, through the rich treasure of grace which is 
now at his disposal and which also guarantees him the achievement of his goal on earth: that he will 
unite  with  Me,  Who  accomplished  the  act  of  salvation  for  humanity  Myself  in  Jesus  Christ, 
completely free from his guilt....

W

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

The embodied light beings' willingness to help.... B.D. No. 8664

November 5th 1963

elieve Me that people would be in dire straights during the last days before the end if I did not 
continually send messengers of light to earth to bring them light and strength directly from Me 

and thus contribute towards saving at least those people who have not yet entirely handed themselves 
over to My adversary. These messengers of light consequently fight against the prince of darkness by 
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exposing the misconceptions which people adhere to, by bringing them the light of truth and thereby 
also illuminating the path of return to Me into their Father's house. There has to be an activity of  
strong counteracting forces, for the adversary's power is great given that people concede to this power 
themselves with their wrong attitude towards Me, their God and Creator of eternity. They are living in 
his realm and constantly move in spiritual darkness. My kingdom, however, is the kingdom of light 
and  bliss,  and  from  this  kingdom  helpful  beings  of  light,  motivated  by  their  love  towards  the 
wretched, avail themselves to Me to descend to earth in order to help them still find the way back 
before the end. And since they are only impelled by love for this work of redemption, I accept it and 
place them where there is a possibility of success, where they are then lovingly active, both earthly as 
well as spiritually.

For now they are living as human beings amongst human beings and thus.... although their souls are 
already fully mature.... also have to fit in with people. Consequently they do not stand out in any 
special way but live like everyone else, often in underprivileged circumstances. Yet they will never 
need to suffer adversity, because they work as My servants on earth and, like a good Master, I will  
also always take care of all their earthly needs on their behalf. Nevertheless they are not conspicuously 
noticeable in their environment, yet every believer can recognise them by their unusual mission. For 
they serve Me as bearers of light, as bearers of truth, which they can receive directly from Me and 
pass on to their fellow human beings. Only the pure truth can still bring salvation to those people who 
still live in complete error, in spiritual darkness, and who are therefore at greatest risk of getting lost. 
For you humans are unable to assess in what danger humanity finds itself during these last days before 
the end. And this motivates Me to send messengers of light to earth which, as human beings, will then 
do  their  utmost  to  work  on  My  behalf  on  earth  to  prevent  people  from  becoming  subject  to 
compulsory faith. These bearers of light might well sense where they are coming from as soon as they, 
as people, receive revelations from Me in order to be able to fulfil their mission.... For they will soon 
recognise their fellow human beings' spiritually low level and their hopelessness of ever attaining the 
light of truth unless they receive special help.... And since they themselves will be guided into the 
knowledge of all correlations by Me through the conveyance of the Word, they will also know that  
they have come from a different sphere for the sake of a mission.

And yet, I shall keep their origin concealed until they have reached a specific degree of maturity as 
human beings which, however, they will only attain just before the end of their physical life, for it is  
irrelevant for the human being's mission which spirit has embodied itself in him, since all beings of 
light offering themselves to live on earth for the salvation of people are spirits of love which are close  
to My heart, and My love to all My living creations is so profound that I on My part do not apply any 
classification, as is always the case with limited thinking.... You humans, however, harbour this wish 
to know about your previous existence, and then I Am occasionally motivated by your love to give 
you small hints, providing you interpret these indications correctly.... For in My kingdom are countless 
beings with the same degree of love whose characteristics.... even though every individual being is 
self-aware.... correspond to a great original spirit again, precisely because of their greater than great 
love.... And I also embrace these again with My love and Am present to them on earth in order to 
support them in their spiritual mission, which is urgently needed because humanity has reached such a 
spiritually low level that only the pure truth can help it ascend again which you, My messenger, shall  
receive directly from Me and pass on, so that the error can be recognised.... so that there shall be light 
on earth, so that I Myself shall be recognised by people in My whole Being.... For it is precisely this  
realisation which My opponent tries  to suppress in  order to prevent  people from looking for and 
finding the path to Me.... For anyone who recognises Me in My infinite love, unsurpassable wisdom 
and overwhelming might will also strive towards Me, and he will be saved from a repeated fall into 
the abyss....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Spiritual and earthly help by light beings 

Help of the light beings in spiritual and earthly distress.... B.D. No. 3464

March 30th 1945

n every spiritual adversity the beings of light are ready to help if they are approached; physical 
adversity,  on  the  other  hand,  has  to  be  taken  upon  by  people  as  determined  by  God's  will.  

Nevertheless, the beings of light also direct earthly events for the soul's benefit if they are approached 
for help. They exert their influence on the human being's thoughts and convey strength to him, they 
make him, as it were, able to overcome everything difficult without harming his soul. For the soul is  
entrusted to their special protection, and they nurture and care for it throughout its earthly life so that it 
will reach its goal, eternal life....

I

And earthly life unfolds in a way that is best for the soul. The beings of light immediately comply 
with  every  spiritual  request,  earthly  requests,  however,  must  be  in  accordance  with  God's  will 
otherwise they cannot be fulfilled by the beings of light. Earthly adversity is only the result of spiritual 
hardship,  and  as  soon  as  the  human  being  is  accessible  to  the  instructions  which  are  mentally 
conveyed to him by these beings he need no longer fear earthly hardship either,  for they will  be 
remedied  in  accordance  with  the  human being's  spiritual  docility....  In  times  of  greatest  spiritual 
hardship for the whole of humanity the individual  human being also has  to accept  suffering and 
hardship, even though he strives spiritually and strives to comply with God's will. Yet this time of 
adversity has been foreseen since eternity and embodies people whose souls need strong purification 
fires in order to be able to enter the spiritual kingdom without slag. And their path on earth has been 
mapped  out  and  entered  with  the  soul's  consent  before  embodiment  in  the  realisation  that  the 
prescribed earthly life can bring them redemption from all bondage. Moreover, the spiritual guardians 
are constantly at its side, giving it strength when it needs and requests it. And therefore those beings of 
light should constantly be called upon for support so that they can carry out their activity unhindered, 
so that they can give where their gift is desired. For their gifts signify strength of resistance for the 
human being in all situations of life, both spiritually and earthly.... They help him to have strong faith, 
they guide his thoughts correctly so that he often and willingly sends them upwards towards God and 
thus learns to overcome earth. But they are also close to him in earthly adversity, protecting him from 
the influence of evil, which pushes itself forward in earthly adversity and wants to weaken the human 
being's faith in God. The body should give up all desire, it should be killed in order to release the soul 
unhindered, which desires to ascend. And that is why physical hardship is unavoidable, because the 
goal has to be reached in a far shorter time because the time of the end has come. And this is why 
humanity has to go through suffering and affliction which seems almost unbearable but which can be 
endured with strength from God if the human being makes use of it through God's call and the beings 
of light which are active on His behalf according to His will.... The human being should faithfully and 
trustingly call upon God for help and it will be given to him as He has promised....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Help  from  light  beings  only  in  the  will  of  God....  "Calling 
Saints".... 

B.D. No. 5914

March 26th 1954

ou are directly in contact with the kingdom to which you entrust yourselves in My name. Your 
will to reach Me entitles all beings of light to join you for your protection, because they only 

ever carry out My will and because they know that it is My will to help you spiritually and earthly. To 
carry out My will is their bliss, for love for Me and for all beings which are still imperfect constantly 
impels them into activity. But they will never do anything of their own accord because they have 
completely entered into My will  and also know the laws of eternal order,  so that an intervention 
against My will would only have to result in harm for these beings. Everything that is in the light, that 
is perfect, carries My divine will within itself and can therefore never act on its own authority against 
My will. For this reason the beings, thus also the people on earth, must first try to make themselves 
inclined towards My will before the beings of the world of light can assist them in any way.... and 
therefore people first have to seek contact with Me in order to then also be able to experience the 
help of the spiritual world, of the beings of light which are fed by Me with strength and light, for once  
I  have  accepted  it  also  embraces  every  being  of  light  with  its  love  and promotes  its  perfection. 
Therefore, anyone who knows that he is united with Me through prayer and actions of love also knows 
that he is protected by these beings and can also recommend himself to them.... he can want to be 
surrounded only by inhabitants of the kingdom of light and that they prevent the entry of impure 
beings, he can consciously place himself into those spheres of light through his will, for I will always 
be the origin of every thought and also the goal. For then he will only ask the beings of light for help  
on the path to Me.... And this help will be granted to him all too gladly. Yet the help provided by these 
beings is completely misjudged when they are called upon as intercessors before Me.... if people don't 
approach Me themselves.... if they believe to gain My affection through protection.... if they don't first 
establish the relationship of a child with its father, yet expect help from those beings for which they 
don't approach Me Myself.... As long as My will to help cannot be recognised by the beings of light 
that it applies to you, this will is not in them either and all calls for help are in vain, for these My 
servants do not carry out anything against My will.... And you must first strive to gain My will, thus 
you may  not  bypass  Me Myself, only  then  will  My messengers  of  light  become active  as  they 
recognise it in themselves as being wanted by Me.... A person who sincerely strives towards Me is also 
constantly in contact with the world of light, and he will move just as freely in the spiritual sphere as  
among his fellow human beings.... He will always be in contact with the beings of light, he will be 
surrounded by them on My behalf, and thus they will also influence him on My behalf because they  
perceive everything they do as being instructed by Me. A being of light  cannot carry out anything 
other than My will or it would not be a being of light, for the abundance of light is only the result of 
its complete devotion to Me and its entry into My eternal order, which is why there is also complete 
agreement between Me and those beings....  but this must not lead to the conclusion that they are 
always beings of light which people imagine themselves to be. For this reason the appeal to certain 
beings for help is associated with a certain danger.... that beings will also be called which do not dwell 
as beings of light in the kingdom of light.  For you humans cannot judge,  you have to  leave the 
assessment of the degree of maturity to Me.... And thus you will now also have a clear answer to the 
question as to whether the call of 'saints' is expedient and in My will.... Entrust yourselves fully to the 
beings  of  light  if  you have  intimately  united  yourselves  with  Me and believe  that  they  are  now 
concerned  about  you  in  My  will  and  will  help  you....  But  don't  call  upon  those  whom  human 
judgement has stamped as 'saints' and whose degree of maturity cannot be tested by you humans, 
because I alone know who has reached the degree of perfection that he can now be permeated by Me 
with light and strength and is now active in My kingdom according to My will.... Desire the light and 
it will approach you and fill you with its strength....

Y

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Help of the good spiritual forces.... B.D. No. 7144

June 13th 1958

nyone who hands himself over to the spiritual forces which work on My behalf will also always 
be well looked after, for the human being's will now determines their activity, which is turned 

towards Me and which therefore also gives them the right to carry out their office of caretaker.... 
Every person of good will should only ever hand himself over to the good forces in the universe,  
always with  the  aim that  everything will  happen according to  My will,  and thus  now also fully  
trustingly expect help from the world of light if he needs it. No devout person is left defencelessly to  
himself, and even if it seems to him that he lives entirely alone on earth; he is always surrounded by 
beings which are benevolent towards him because his innermost thoughts are turned towards Me.... 
And in this awareness he could truly go through earthly life carefree, for people will never be as 
devoted and helpful to him as these spiritual beings who work on My behalf for you, who guide you in 
My will.... who are only ever My messengers of light and love, whom I let work on their charges for 
the  sake  of  their  own happiness.  And  wherever  you walk  and  stand  you are  in  their  care,  they 
influence your thoughts, they warn and admonish you, they urge you on to this or that activity.... and 
yet only ever do what they recognize as My will, so that you can therefore speak of divine protection, 
that you may feel cared for by Me Myself because I know everything that serves you. For this reason 
you should also let go of every anxious worry, you should not fear disaster or failure, you should 
always  know that  these  are  not  necessary  if  you,  in  firm faith  in  My fatherly  care,  also  entrust 
yourselves to those forces which I Myself have assigned to your care.... And you should fill your 
hearts with love.... for then you will force Me Myself to be present, and then truly nothing can happen 
to you anymore, because then your bond with Me will be so obvious that the circle of light beings will 
close around you, which means as much as that no dark power can harass you anymore. But you are 
all still weak in love and therefore all the stronger in fear.... And I want to take this fear away from you 
first and therefore assure you that you can expect constant protection as long as your will is turned 
towards  Me,  i.e.  that  you  acknowledge  Me  Myself  as  your  God  and  father  and  that  you  now 
consciously strive towards Me, thus you have the desire to be accepted by Me.... For only this desire  
gives all good spirits the right to grant you their protection. And once you have overcome your fear,  
then  love  will  also  develop ever  more  and the  bond with Me,  which  you long for,  will  also  be 
established. And you should know that My love is always meant for you and that I don't want you to  
suffer. You should know that all spiritual beings which are full of light are also filled with love and 
therefore also powerful.... But you should not call upon spiritual beings in isolation from Me.... For 
this call will not be heard but fulfilled by other beings as soon as this volitional devotion to Me has 
not preceded it. Therefore your faith in Me shall be a living faith, not just a form; and living faith also 
carries the firm will to come close to Me, that will which only then determines the host of blessed 
spiritual beings to help and serve you on My behalf....

A

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Help of the spiritual beings to perfection.... B.D. No. 7338

April 17th 1959

ll angels in heaven participate in the great task of redeeming the still unfree spiritual.... All are 
active in the same will with the father from eternity, and all know only one aim: the return of the 

fallen brothers, the homecoming of those into the father's house.... And thus every being could know 
that it is in divine care when it walks the earthly path as a human being, for all spiritual beings full of 
light are concerned that the human being reaches its aim. And even  before the earthly walk as a 
human being the spiritual being is looked after by the luminous spiritual when it still passes through 
the works of creation in a bound state. This spiritual being shall one day also have the possibility of 
embodiment  as a human being,  where it  can then,  conscious  of  itself,  therefore also  consciously 
entrust itself to these beings of light and ask them for help to become perfect. The redemption of the 
spiritual is the task and aim of all perfection, which is why it is also certain that one day the work of 
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return to the father will succeed. But the human being's free will often sets limits to the light beings' 
activity, for even the angelic beings cannot do anything against this, which is why the human being 
himself first decides how far he approaches the aim.... the final unification with God.... But until the 
hour of death the beings of light strive for the human being's soul, and so long the hope need not be 
given up that it will still find its way back to the father before its passing away, which, however, can 
always be attributed to the eager work of those beings of light who certainly have the assignment from 
God but must respect the human being's will and therefore will always try to influence the will such 
that it turns towards God itself. If the human being knew how many beings of light endeavour to help 
him he could be completely reassured about his fate if only he would allow himself to be guided 
without resistance and not  push through his own opposing will,  against  which even those beings 
cannot fight, which they also have to respect. This is why it is often so difficult for a person to find 
God and consciously take the path to Him. But where the will changes of its own accord it will also be 
seized by the beings of light, and they will no longer leave the human being out and push him ever 
more towards his God and father, and their work will become increasingly easier the more the human 
being gives up his resistance and allows himself to be influenced by them. But the human being will 
not remain without help once he has declared himself willing to take the path back to God by turning 
his will towards God. Then the beings of light can help him without touching his free will, then his 
will is the same as theirs....  to return to the father's house.... and then the human being will truly  
experience the help of these beings to such an extent that the way back will be easy for him and he 
will also safely reach the aim. For these beings have great power which they gladly use where they no 
longer encounter resistance. And the human being himself will have broken the resistance when he 
demands to be with God.... Forces of light are active on earth as well as in the beyond and tirelessly 
carry out redemptive work.... And truly, the whole world would already be redeemed if the human 
being's free will did not have to determine for itself whether redemptive work can be done on him or 
not.... But no human being is helplessly left to himself, they constantly have helpers at their side who 
pay attention to the slightest change of will in order to intervene and provide assistance until the aim is 
reached, the unification with the father of eternity....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Guardian angel 

Protective Spirit in Life.... B.D. No. 6503

March 16th 1956

very soul is given a guardian spirit which guides it from the beginning of earthly life until death. 
Yet this guardian spirit must also respect the human being's free will, otherwise there would be no 

question that the human being would reach his goal; but he does everything in order to influence the 
soul such that it strives upwards. But where the resistance is still too great he must limit himself to 
warding off dishonest spiritual beings so that they do not take possession of the human being, for he is 
allowed to place himself between these spiritual beings and the human being as long as the human 
being himself does not desire them, i.e. as long as he does not awaken unusual vices and desires in 
himself which then enable those spirits to enter him. The guardian spirits therefore always endeavour 
to soothe the soul in order to protect it from these evil spirits; furthermore, they always try to stimulate 
the human being spiritually, they influence the human being in such a way that the good instincts in 
him are appealed to, that the human being is prompted to think about himself.... The guardian spirits 
try everything to guide the human being spiritually and therefore also often prevent the fulfilment of 
earthly wishes, and it is they who sometimes intervene in a disruptive way when the human being is in 
danger of losing himself earthly, and who create every opportunity to establish spiritual contact, be it 
with the spiritual world or also with earthly people who strive spiritually.... They will always try to 
spiritually  direct  people's  thinking  because  they  recognise  what  the  human  being  lacks  and  are 
extremely anxious to  guide them to the goal  while  they are still  on earth.  If  the guardian spirits 
succeed in spiritually directing the human being's senses for the time being, then they will create many 
opportunities for the soul to test and perfect itself,  they will also promote suitable bonds between 
people, for they know how they will react to each other, and they can also foresee the successes and 
shape their charges' lives in accordance with them. For they are of God-like will, they only act on His 
behalf,  enlightened by Him and filled with His strength.  And thus no human being goes through 
earthly life without protection or guidance, all people have guides at their side, they just must not 
resist, i.e.,  they must be willing to let themselves be guided by them, which they express through 
prayer.... through the conscious appeal to God for His protection and grace and through the will to do 
what  is  the  purpose  of  earthly  existence....  Then he  can  unhesitatingly  hand himself  over  to  the 
guidance of spiritual beings and his thinking, wanting and acting will be right. But the guardian spirits  
are also at the side of those who do not yet recognise God.... only it is considerably more difficult for 
them to gain influence, but they will not give up their charges until the hour of death.... For the human 
being himself is too weak and would fail if he were not given spiritual support. The human being is a 
child of the world because he is a child of the One to whom the world belongs.... and the human 
being's desire for the world will always predominate, and his earthly progress would be unsuccessful 
if his guardian spirit did not also occasionally push itself forward and express itself, which is always 
the case when the human being becomes thoughtful, when the world does not satisfy him, then he will 
be addressed by that guardian spirit which follows the human being's every thought and immediately 
intervenes when it recognises an opportunity. And his influence will consist of presenting the goods of 
the world to  the human being as worthless and making spiritual  goods desirable to him.....  If  he 
succeeds in this, then the human being will  turn away from the world more and more; but if  his  
resistance is still too great, the human being will unwillingly reject such thoughts and turn to the world 
again. But the inner urge of the guardian spirit does not abate, and again and again opportunities arise 
where it can emerge and express itself. And the spiritual beings are overjoyed when they succeed in 
changing a person.... when they turn away from the world and towards the spiritual kingdom. Then 
they will work on him with increased strength and an increased will to love, then the human being will 
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be surrounded by beings of light and all dishonest spiritual substances will be displaced from him, and 
then there will also be the prospect that the human being will still perfect himself on earth, for the 
influence of the world of light will now be ever stronger and all resistance on the part of the human 
being will be broken, and this signifies complete devotion to God....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Guardian spirit.... Spiritual guides.... B.D. No. 6636

September 5th 1956

 loyal spiritual guide accompanies you throughout your earthly life wherever you might go.... 
You are  never  without  spiritual  protection,  and if  this  guide,  as  well  as  the  beings  of  light 

surrounding you, were permitted to work  unrestrictedly, your full maturing on this earth would be 
guaranteed, since their love for you leads them to do whatever will help you to ascend. But they are 
not  allowed to affect you unreservedly because your will itself is imposing restrictions on them.... 
They, too, are only able to influence you according to  this will, and you humans often prevent the 
activity of the beings which guide you due to your opposing will. Nevertheless, your guides will not 
abandon you and will keep trying to exert their influence until you die. Hence you are constantly 
surrounded by guardian spirits, and you can always turn to them for help, yet they are only permitted 
to help if you have established the bond with Me first, for it is the law that the beings of light only  
ever implement My will, that they only ever act in accordance with My will.

A

Thus a God-loving-person can live a truly carefree earthly life.... because he will always be granted 
much loving support if he, after heartfelt prayer to Me, hands himself over to My helpers and also asks 
for their protection and support. These guardian spirits and guides are permeated by light and strength; 
consequently it is easily possible for them to shape your earthly existence such that it will be bearable 
for you.... They are able to resolve adversities which confront you on an earthly level or which arise  
through the influence of evil forces....

These spiritual guardians are instructed by Me to take care of you as soon as you have established 
your bond with Me through your will, through your attitude, through labours of love and through 
prayer. Thus a person devoted to Me can always rest assured that he is protected by Me directly, and 
My heavenly servants merely implement My will.... And My will always has your well-being at heart, 
since you have already given yourselves to Me and desire My protection.

And thus you know that you are never alone, regardless of how lonely or abandoned by the world 
you believe  yourselves  to  be....  You are  surrounded by a  host  of  helpful  spiritual  beings  which, 
instructed by your spiritual guardian, take care of you and protect you from physical and spiritual 
harm.

But  it  would  be  wrong if  you  only  made  contact  with  these  beings  due  to  a  certain  sense  of 
superstition, if you saw in them anything else but My servants who are only allowed to help you once 
you have established the connection with Me.... For as soon as you call upon spiritual beings for help 
without faith in Me and without love for Me you will call upon adverse forces and place yourselves 
under their  control....  For these adverse forces,  too,  are  in your vicinity and only waiting for the 
opportunity to take possession of you, and this opportunity always presents itself when I Am excluded 
from your thoughts, when you live and act without Me on this earth.... In that case even your spiritual  
guide will be unable to take precedence, since your will does not allow for it.

And then the adverse forces will be especially busy, which you are just as able to feel around you as 
the good beings which work on My behalf. But you will invariably fall prey to these evil forces since 
they are very powerful and they will use this power because your will is giving them the right to do 
so.... However, you need never fear these evil forces if your will only ever applies to Me and you 
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commend yourselves to My protection. In that case I have numerous helpers at My side wanting to be 
of service to you. And then the path of your earthly life will always be under the protection of your 
spiritual guide, whom I placed by your side Myself from the time of your birth until your death....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Fate influenced by light beings 

Influence of the Beings of Light on Destiny.... Truth of the Divine 
Word.... 

B.D. No. 4118

September 8th 1947

ll proclamations originate from Me as soon as they are audible as the voice of the spirit after 
heartfelt prayer. Hence it would be absurd to assume that I could ever contradict Myself, and 

therefore it is imperative to attach value to every manifestation, and thus its meaning will also be 
easier to understand.... I provide you with spiritual advisors on earth, and I also give them the right to 
influence your earthly life insofar as that they guide you on your earthly paths, that they direct and 
arrange your destiny according to My will. And thus your earthly life will always be shaped in such a 
way as is helpful for your spiritual maturing. It is hardly possible to speak of complete fulfilment on 
earth,  because then the maturing would be questioned. Rather,  constant struggles must take place 
through which the human being who is serious about his spiritual ascent can mature. But as soon as 
this is striven for and the danger no longer exists that the human being will lose himself to the world 
again, they will also take earthly wishes into account because this is My will; and even then spiritual 
ascent development is guaranteed, although earthly happiness conforms to spiritual work. But then it 
is My will which the spiritual guardians carry out, and then the human being can calmly enjoy his 
earthly happiness,  it  will  not  cause him any spiritual disadvantage,  as soon as the human being's 
prayer always reads: Father, Thy will be done.... An overly strong desire can certainly influence the 
human being's spiritual work by being carried out less eagerly, yet then the spiritual guardians will be 
active accordingly in order to put limits on the desire, i.e. they shape life according to destiny and 
determine the human being's renunciation, yet never forcibly but only through mental influence in 
order to dissuade him from the overly strong desire and, if he is devoted to My will, to shower him 
with My gift of grace again. Yet a child striving towards Me is exceedingly dear to Me and will be 
faithfully protected by Me until the end.... And I will also listen to its every request, I will take care of  
all its wishes and already grant it happiness and joy on earth if only it desires Me and does not exclude 
Me from its desire, as soon as it approaches Me with love and trustingly presents every request to Me. 
For My love is always willing to give and creates a state of bliss and peace for My Own on earth as  
well....

A

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

The light beings' methods of rescue.... B.D. No. 6737

January 15th 1957

eople's activity on earth is visible in the spiritual world, and it increases the light beings' eagerness 
to  help  because they,  too,  know of  the  approaching end and the  fate  of  those who will  fail. 

Merciful love constantly impels them to help but people's will frequently resists them, and they are not 
allowed to act in opposition to people's will. But since they recognise people's spiritual state they also 
know effective remedies, and in complete compliance with God's will use these methods in order to 
influence earthly events.

P

Hence joyful as well as unfortunate events can be due to these light beings' influence who want to 
save or lead their protégés to God.... For God Himself has joined them to people as spiritual guides, 
and therefore the well-being of their protégés' souls is particularly dear to their heart. They, too, know 
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the blessings of suffering for all  people and thus suffering is  often unavoidable,  even though the 
beings of light are full of love for people.

But to have saved a soul is gladdening for every being of light; after all, they know the infinitely 
long-lasting state of torment the spirit will have to endure if it gets constrained into matter again.  
Compared to this state of torment even the worst suffering on earth can be called trivial, and therefore 
it  is  used  by  the  helpers  such  that  they  will  destroy  earthly  happiness  and  thereby  so  painfully 
intervene in a person's life that a loving motive is barely recognisable.... nevertheless, it is only due to 
love and concern for the human being's soul which is in utmost danger. For as long as it still lives on 
earth  it  will  not  be  abandoned  by  its  spiritual  friends  and  guides.  And  since  you  humans  have 
increasingly less time until the end these painful interventions will also become ever more frequent, 
for they act on God's instruction, they are merely His co-workers who act in accordance with His will.

People collect ever more earthly possessions, they pay consistently more homage to the world and 
its pleasures, and thus their earthly happiness often has to be destroyed, they have to experience the 
destruction of earthly goods and learn to recognise the staleness of worldly joys. And all this is only  
possible if they don't get their own way, if misfortunes prevent their unbridled enjoyment of whatever 
they are striving for.... Then it will be possible to turn their thoughts in a different direction, and in that 
case  the  earthly  loss  would  be  a  huge spiritual  gain....  Then  the  beings  of  light  will  have  been 
victorious and helped the souls to gain life, for which the souls will be eternally grateful to them.

The darkness in which people live on earth is obvious to all beings of light, and they also know that 
the world is to blame....  Hence they only ever endeavour to turn people's thoughts away from the 
world and try to achieve this by using apparently harsh and heartless methods which, however, are 
always based on love, because they are as one with God and therefore also full of love for all wretched 
beings on earth.

There is only little time left until the end but this time will indeed be very difficult, because all souls 
which do not voluntarily renounce the world and turn to God will have to be affected.... And thus 
every difficult experience, every harsh stroke of fate should be considered methods of rescue, which 
with divine approval still have to be used on people who are at risk of descending into the abyss.... For 
every soul has its helper and guardian in the beyond, nevertheless, they always have to respect its will 
or no human being would in fact go astray but instead find his way back to God before the end....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Help of the light beings to bring salvation to the people.... B.D. No. 7087

April 9th 1958

ll beings of light are unusually active in order to still help people on earth achieve redemption 
before the end comes. And whatever can only happen to reach the aim also happens on the part 

of the spiritual world, which works in My will and on My behalf. And thus you need not be surprised 
if every person is sometimes treated harshly if he has to endure strokes of fate or if he has to record 
failures, for as soon as such only contribute towards people becoming more reflective, so that they not 
only think about their earthly task, such means are only used on the part of those who look after you. 
But again, no person will be burdened more than he can bear.... And again and again a ray of hope 
will come for every person, he will also be led out of the most difficult situations as soon as he pleads  
for help in  his  heart.  And thus it  can happen that  people will  still  be won over for Me and My 
kingdom, for the life which lasts forever. For as soon as a person in greatest adversity points to Me, 
when it is presented to him to approach Me Myself for help where no earthly help seems possible....  
and when he therefore takes refuge in Me he will also visibly receive help. And therefore the beings of 
light are constantly working on the people of this earth who are assigned to them for their care during 
their earthly life. For they know how extremely significant it is for every individual to have found Me 
before the end.... They know about the dreadful fate of those who don't establish a bond with Me, and 
their love for all unredeemed impels them into eager activity of love. The day of the end is coming 
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ever closer, every day is lost which the human being still spends completely isolated from Me.... And 
it is difficult to make up for what he missed in earthly life. But even the short time until the end can 
suffice to protect the human being from the utmost danger, which consists of the soul experiencing the 
day of the end in complete remoteness from God and then the new banishment into solid matter is the 
inevitable consequence. Earthly life is given to the human being so that he consciously and of his own 
free will seeks to come closer to Me.... If he does not do so of his own accord I will help him in such a 
way that I let him get into adversity in which he will then look for help. And all My beings of light 
support Me, because My will alone is active in all of them, because they know about My will and 
therefore always influence people such that they are quietly urged towards Me. Now their activity 
only ever becomes apparent to you humans in such a way that great unrest, unforeseen events occur in 
human life. You humans attribute these again to human influence.... but often they are only evidence 
of the love of those beings of light through which they want to help you.... And if you could look at 
everything that happens around you in this way, which affects you unpleasantly.... as long as it is not a 
matter of distinctly evil activity by people.... then you would also bear everything more easily, for you 
would always be certain that  your prayer,  that  is,  your  heartfelt  union with Me,  will  remedy the 
situation, because it is solely about the bond with Me which you should establish in earthly life. And 
since you all only have little time left, such events will also increase which cause you hardship and 
worry,  sorrow and suffering,  be  it  illnesses,  accidents  or  other  events,  which  you can  only  ever 
effectively counter with devout prayer.... thus with mental union with Me or increased activity of love, 
which  is  also  a  direct  bond with  Me and always  ensures  you the  strength  to  be  able  to  endure 
everything that burdens you. But all of you, whether believers or not, can know that you are in the 
care of spiritual beings who have been assigned to you for your protection and guidance during your 
earthly life.... only it is up to you whether you want to let yourselves be guided, whether you listen to 
them when they try to influence you mentally.... For against your will they must not lead you upwards  
or bring you to faith in Me.... But they try everything so that you change your will yourselves and  
listen to them, so that you take your path to Me and mentally unite with Me. But if they don't succeed 
in their endeavour then you humans will be in great distress and you will have to fear the end, which 
will not be long in coming....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Light beings help against satanic influence 

Influence of spiritual beings according to the will of man.... B.D. No. 5086

March 17th 1951

ou are constantly surrounded by beings who want to gain influence over you, whom you call 
upon through your thoughts, whether they are good or bad. You will always be influenced by 

beings of light or also by dark beings to turn towards or away from the light, and the more you strive 
towards the light the stronger will be the efforts of those beings. Then the dark forces will also be 
stimulated to increased activity to wrest from the light again what it desires. For the dark forces hate 
the light and seek to extinguish it. The beings of light, however, are all the more eager to protect 
where light  has to  be spread,  and where a  human being on earth is  in  contact  with the spiritual 
kingdom as a bearer of light, fierce battles often take place, for both sides make every effort to win 
over those people, because the battle between light and darkness is particularly significant in the last 
days and every power hopes to gain the advantage for itself. The beings of light certainly have the 
power to suppress everything dark and to prevent it from working, yet the dark power is also granted 
the right to influence people's senses, and the decision is left to the human being himself, which is 
why the battle has to be limited to influencing both sides. Darkness, however, works with cunning and 
force.... It sets the most dangerous traps for the human being, it often deceives him with illusions, it  
seeks to confuse his thoughts, it does not fight openly but often hides under a mask.... And therefore 
the danger is very great for the human being who is not of firm will to reach God. The will alone 
decides which power will be victorious. Anyone who seriously desires to attain God gives the beings 
of light superiority over those beings of darkness through his will.... then the beings of light may use 
their power and displace the evil forces, but this is not permissible as long as the human being's will 
has not yet freely decided. Pressures from the underworld will still take place but only in the form of  
disturbances through which the beings take revenge for their failure. The human being has strong 
protection in the beings of light as soon as he voluntarily recommends himself to them, as soon as he 
calls upon them for this protection against the dark power. Thus he gives them the right and the power 
to make use of their strength, and the human being can calmly surrender himself to their protection. 
The world of light is always ready to help, it only waits for the call which can already be expressed 
through thoughts in a hot desire for good and the request for protection against all evil.  Then the 
human being is no longer threatened by danger, for the power of the dark force breaks with this will 
for good, which includes the desire for God. He is only in danger as long as he himself is still fickle as  
to which way his will should decide. Then both forces will still struggle for him, the will, and good to 
him who decides right, for he will also always be helped to reach the goal because the world of light 
will help him....

Y

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Contact with the spiritual kingdom.... B.D. No. 6682

November 1st 1956

ll requirements have to be in place if you want to enter into a blessed contact with the spiritual 
realm,  if  you  want  to  achieve  spiritual  benefits  and  in  accordance  with  My  will  work  in 

cooperation with the beings of light in the spiritual kingdom, which concerns the redemption of still 
immature souls. Any contact that you establish with the beyond without these conditions is dangerous 

A
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for you as well as the still immature souls. As long as a person is earthly minded he will have little 
desire to make spiritual contact. But if he goes ahead anyway he will only be motivated by earthly 
questions in the hope of receiving an answer. The will to enter into contact with the kingdom of the 
beyond also allows the beings of the beyond to access him, for he opens himself.... irrespective of 
whether he does so mentally or by using earthly help through attending spiritualistic meetings or 
accepting advice from mediums. But he will not gain any benefit at all from such contact; it is, in fact, 
a great danger to him which he cannot be warned of often enough. For the evil spirits now pushing 
close to him would terrify you if you could see it with your own eyes. And these demons take hold of 
the human being, they answer his questions, yet only in relation to their state of darkness.... and they 
aim to tie him ever more to matter, to which they are still just as stuck as they were on earth. Beware 
of  such contacts.... For they will pull you down even if you thereby attain the belief in the soul's  
continuation of life after death.... because these spirits will not encourage you to work at improving 
your soul,  and in view of the fact  that  they frequently contradict  themselves  you can also easily 
recognise that you are dealing with evil spirits.... The first requirement for a beneficial communication 
with  the  spiritual  world  is  a  strong  desire  for  truth,  the  inner  urge  to  accept  the  truth  from 
knowledgeable beings, but only knowledge of a spiritual content.... Thus the beings responding to 
their call should not be asked any earthly questions whatsoever.

This kind of communication with the spiritual world can result in many blessings, even if it at first  
takes place with earthly help or through a medium, for it will soon lead for sure to a purely spiritual  
contact, which I commend to all of you, because then you will have entered the protected path of 
being constantly led and educated by Me through My spirit.... for every being of light teaching you on 
My behalf will also inform you of how you will be able to attain perfection. Your will, your state of 
maturity,  your  degree  of  love  is  always  decisive  as  soon as  you establish  a  connection  with the 
spiritual world, for accordingly the same beings will approach you.... And since you humans are still  
afflicted  by  weaknesses  you will  also  have  to  fear  the  appearance  of  such beings  and therefore 
commend yourselves to Me and appeal for My protection from them in advance.... And this appeal  
will always be the best protection, for anyone who establishes this connection with Me can always be 
assured that it will never be detrimental to him. However, the questions which motivate people to seek 
contact  with  the  spiritual  world  are  rarely  of  a  spiritual  nature....  The  curiosity  to  explore  what 
happens in this kingdom, personal relationships with the deceased and desired advice are far more 
often the cause, and although they will not experience any direct damage to their souls yet neither will  
they derive any benefit, for the results satisfy the senses more than the soul....

The spiritual world is constantly in contact with the earth and its inhabitants, and it will do its utmost 
to uphold or expand every sincere contact. And for that reason I will bless everyone who starts such a 
sincere bond which makes it possible to influence people and many souls in the beyond in the most 
positive sense.... But I will also admonish people to exercise greatest caution if they just want to gain 
an insight into regions which are still closed to them. For they can easily become controlled by forces 
from which they will only be able to detach themselves with great difficulty.... whereas truth-desiring 
and sincerely striving people may enter  this  bridge without  qualms, for they will  be met  by true 
messengers which will offer them protection and a light that is beneficial for them....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The adversary's activity in the garment of an angel of light.... B.D. No. 7044

February 16th 1958

he influences of God's adversary will not escape your notice, you can all become aware of it and 
therefore also respond to it according to your will. You can resist this influence but also succumb 

to it, you are at liberty to do both, it just requires your activity of will to think about it and form your 
own opinion. The fact that God's adversary will be particularly active during the last days, that he will  
leave no stone unturned in order to control the human being's soul can be noticed by all of you, for the 

T
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abominable deeds being carried out on earth in every area will not escape your notice, and they all can 
be traced back to the adversary, who influences people and more often than not also achieves his goal. 
Far more people succumb to his influence than those who resist him, who are able to see through him 
and turn away from him. For he also knows how to disguise himself and thus also deceive many 
people who don't want to belong to him, for he disguises himself with the garment of an angel of light 
and thus carries out his fraudulent dealings to which many fall prey. Nevertheless it is up to every 
individual person himself to obtain illumination and not succumb to his intrigues. However, where 
profound darkness is enshrouding people already they will also remain in darkness, because they are 
comfortable  there  and  don't  desire  light.  And  this  explains  why  God's  adversary  can  especially 
continue his work of confusion where people's thinking is already confused.... where therefore the best 
foundations exist to spread ever greater misconceptions, because people make no effort to clarify them 
and also unhesitatingly swallow even the biggest error as truth.

During  the  time of  the  end the  battle  between light  and darkness  is  indeed waged particularly 
vehemently, but the darkness is already too profound, people don't long to come out of it, they feel 
comfortable  in  darkness,  and the bearers  of light  will  only rarely find access  to  their  areas.  And 
because the light does not penetrate by force, error cannot be forcibly expelled from the world either.... 
Only people's resolve can achieve this, and this is failing.... For as soon as just a tiny light flares up in  
a dark area God's adversary also ignites his deceptive lights, and they are seen and acknowledged, and 
yet they only achieve blinding the eye completely so that the night around people grows increasingly 
darker and the faint glow of God's love and light can no longer be recognised. And as long as people 
do not wholeheartedly yearn for light, for truth, for the ray of divine love, the adversary will be able to 
work among people without being recognised, and his activity will consist of distancing people ever 
more  from the  truth,  of  camouflaging  his  structure  of  falsehood and of  covering  himself  with  a  
garment of an angel of light.... For it is the time of the end in which he has great power but which can  
be broken by every single person if he turns to God Himself and hands himself over to Him.... if he 
appeals to Him for light and strength and mercy. Then he will truly have escaped the adversary's trap, 
and then he will also receive light which will make him inconceivably happy....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Activity of the beings of light.... Spreading the truth.... B.D. No. 7623

June 16th 1960

n the spiritual world there are the kingdoms of light and darkness.... For the spirits' apostasy from 
Me created the kingdom of darkness, whereas previously everything was light and there was only 

beatitude for the beings. And the bliss consisted of the flooding of all beings with light, for light 
constantly emanates from Me as the original source of light, and every being was permeated by My 
divine light of love. When, as a result of the spiritual being's apostasy from Me, it also rejected the 
light of love because the spiritual being closed itself to this radiation, it fell into a state of darkness, it 
lost all realisation, the beings' thinking became confused and the darkness became ever more dense the 
further they strove away from Me, the stronger their resistance to Me and My illumination of love 
became.... The kingdom of darkness arose which encompassed all those beings who had thus turned 
away from Me of their own will, who could no longer be enlightened by Me because they were in 
resistance to Me and thus also outside My circle of love.... And this kingdom of darkness will exist as 
long as there are  still  unredeemed spiritual  beings,  because darkness is  simply the state of being 
distant  from God,  because  there  can  be  no  light  outside  of  Me,  Who  is  the  original  light  from 
eternity.... As soon as a being has found its way back to Me again, as soon as its will turns towards Me 
and has striven for and attained the former perfection, it will also find itself in the kingdom of light 
again, for it has entered My circle of love again and allows itself to be permeated by My strength of  
love as it once was.... And then it is also blissful again, as it was in the beginning. It is in the light, i.e.  
in fullest realisation, it knows everything, it knows all correlations, it knows its destiny, My will and 
now also seeks to comply with My will in everything, because it has entered My will itself through its  

I
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approach to Me.... thus it can no longer act other than in My will. Then it will also be active as My co-
worker itself, then it will pass on the light which now constantly flows into the being through Me, for 
it sees in it a delightful activity, it sees in it its task to bring light into the darkness in order to also help 
the being in darkness to bring it redemption from its torment. For the being suffers from darkness, 
even if it has voluntarily thrown itself into it, yet its original state was light, and only then can it feel 
bliss again when the divine light of love shines through it again. The light can now shine dimly and it 
can shine super-brightly, i.e. I can only illuminate a being dimly if its degree of love and maturity is 
not yet very high.... However, I can also grace it with the highest abundance of light, according to its 
maturity.... but light remains light.... Anyone who has once received light, who is once again struck 
by My transmigration of love, will also attain a certain realisation, and this will and must correspond 
to the truth, because My transmigration of light of love is nothing other than placing the being into a 
state of light in which it attains the right realisation.... thus false knowledge could never be imparted 
to it through My illumination. For wrong knowledge is darkness of spirit, but then one cannot speak 
of a spirit of light if it is still in the state of darkness. Hence a being of light can never pass on wrong 
spiritual knowledge, only its realisation can still be limited.... which, however, excludes the fact that 
such  a  being  seeks  to  spread  something  untrue,  instead,  it  then  restrains  itself,  for  it  only  ever 
transmits  light from Me to where there is still darkness. It will then do so to a limited extent but 
never give itself away to pass on knowledge which does  not correspond to the  truth. Thus untruth 
will never be conveyed to earth by a being of light, but beings of darkness can disguise themselves as 
beings of light, and then caution is always advised. But you can recognize these beings as soon as they 
convey untrue teachings to earth. You only need to pay attention to  what they proclaim to you and 
how the transmission to earth happens. Every being of light will want to convey the knowledge of 
Jesus Christ and His act of salvation into the darkness, for salvation through Him is what people 
should strive for during their earthly life.... And finding this redemption is their earthly life task.... For 
it then transfers the being into the state of light again.... Every being of light only ever fulfils My will,  
and thus it also has to proclaim according to My will if it wants to be active as My messenger. And 
My will is only ever that you find salvation through Jesus Christ during your earthly life. Therefore, 
anyone who proclaims on My behalf is also qualified to do so as a bearer of light, that is, his degree of 
light is so high that he has fullest realisation and cannot convey any error. Anyone who has not yet 
reached this degree will not be allowed to teach in such a way that people on earth receive instructions 
through  the  spirit....  And  you  should  check  whether  the  'working  of  the  spirit'  underlies  the 
conveyances which reach people from the spiritual kingdom, for then the same truth will and must 
always be the evidence that My spirit is at work. If contradictions can be ascertained, then caution is 
also  advised,  because  unspirits  can  easily  intervene  if  a  person declares  himself  willing  to  be  a 
medium who cannot yet demonstrate the degree of maturity which allows My spirit to 'work' in him. 
And often teachings are spread through such mediums which are completely erroneous and therefore 
require  an awakened spirit  in  order  to  be exposed as  error.  For  Jesus  Christ's  act  of  salvation  is 
invalidated by such teachings which try to make credible a repeated life on earth as a human being,  
which can arbitrarily be put back again and again until the human being's final perfection. For such 
teachings belittle the significance of the divine act of salvation and can therefore also be recognized as 
misguided teachings by anyone who seriously strives for truth. A spirit of light will never convey such 
a  teaching to  earth  because it  does  not  correspond to  truth,  because a  soul  of  light  only  teaches 
according to My will and everything it imparts to other beings is only ever the pure truth from Me, for 
it is permeated by My light of love and cannot pass on anything but truth. And a spirit of light is also  
only admitted to instruct people when it stands in brightest realisation.... when it receives My flow of 
love-power.... My divine word.... through him and thus he only announces to people what I Myself 
want to announce to them...._>Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Light beings help in the end times 

Work of the light beings before the intervention of God.... B.D. No. 1437

May 26th 1940

nd it will happen that beings of light will descend to earth in large numbers in order to indicate to 
people who are devoted to God the time when the earth will be afflicted by His wrath. These  

beings will express themselves in various ways, they will always guide the God-serving earthly child 
such that it will escape the visitation or visibly protect it from the downfall. The working of these 
beings  can  be  recognised  wherever  people  endeavour  to  accept  the  Word  of  the  Lord  which  is 
commanded  to  them  from  above.  They  will  recognise  the  signs  with  frightening  clarity  which 
announce the approach of the time of judgement....

A

The work of the beings in the beyond is closely connected with the coming divine missions, insofar 
as these appear naturally. If it is the Lord's will to prove His omnipotence to people, He first informs 
them and leaves it up to them to make use of the time of grace which He still grants them in His great  
mercy. He always and forever warns them and announces Himself,....  He allows things to happen 
which must lead to faith if the human being is.... divine intervention, about the cause of it and the 
possibilities of averting.... on earth and also in the beyond who, working together, receive and convey 
this gift of grace, always carried by the thought of wanting to help in greatest spiritual adversity. And 
since God's intervention has become inevitable and thus the time is drawing ever closer when difficult 
things are to be imposed on humanity for the souls' sake, the spiritual work has also become more 
urgent and all forces of heaven and earth place themselves at the Lord's disposal in order to have a 
clarifying effect beforehand. From the beyond the good spiritual constantly descends to earth and 
seeks earthly children everywhere who are willing to receive, who grasp humanity's adversity and 
want to serve God and their neighbour. These servants of His on earth are visibly protected from 
spiritual and earthly decline, for the Lord Himself has chosen them to pass on the gift of grace from 
above. They are under His protection, He guides their steps, He gives them strength and knowledge 
and increases their will to serve Him. For His visible care makes their love for Him grow ever greater, 
and they long for Him ever more. And this desire simultaneously attracts the good spirits, for these 
have become one with the heavenly Father in love.... And thus God Himself works when the beings of 
light make contact with people.... He Himself descends to people and informs them of His will.... shall 
mention them again to their fellow human beings, thus He Himself, as it were, makes contact with 
earth and its inhabitants and desires their will. For if this belongs to Him, nothing more will frighten  
the earth child what now comes over the earth. Thus the task of the beings of light is to move people's  
hearts to sacrifice.... able to express themselves mentally, they must try to convey their insight and 
wisdom and make the earthly child understand that its own will is its greatest obstacle as long as it 
does not  strive towards God. And these thoughts  must be conveyed to the human being until  he 
accepts them into his heart, processes them with his intellect and then either affirms or rejects them. 
The mental exchange, the questioning of the human being and the answer of the spiritual being is of 
utmost importance in times which precede a world catastrophe, because if the human being is clear 
about the purpose and destiny of creation and the creatures, a spiritual change also takes place in him. 
He anticipates the coming event and also adjusts his earthly transformation to it.... He can in turn 
enlighten and instruct his fellow human beings and provide the light beings with the preliminary work 
which is absolutely necessary for mental influence. Therefore heaven and earth must work together for 
the salvation of erring souls, and to confirm everything that the beings of light mentally convey to 
people God will express Himself when the time has come. He will prove His omnipotence to people  
who do not believe in Him, but His love will be recognisable to those who recognise Him....
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Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Light  bearers  'protected  by  light  beings'  until  mission 
accomplished.... Bannkreis.... 

B.D. No. 3919

October 31th 1946

hose who stand in the light need not fear darkness. And thus My bearers of truth need not fear the 
activity of the dark forces, their decrees and measures, even though they are born in deepest 

hatred, even though they affect people's minds like threatening ghosts. The bearers of light will remain 
unharmed, for they are under My protection. And I will truly give you a safe conduct and whether you 
walk in the midst of devils.... For darkness does not displace the bright light which surrounds you, 
which is indeed not visible to human eyes but which the lower spiritual beings flee because they also 
recognise their lord in the light with which they don't want to come into contact. This is why a bearer  
of light can fearlessly confront those who want to do evil to him, he will dissuade them from their  
intention, they will desist from it, even if under threats and imprecations; for they feel his superiority 
even though they earthly don't want to acknowledge it. For many beings of light also support a bearer 
of light in every difficult situation in life because they will not allow a mission, which is extremely 
urgent, to be endangered by human will, ruled by the adversary. If I choose workers for Myself for this 
urgent mission, the whole kingdom of light is animated by the will to protect these workers, because  
My will permeates all beings which belong to My kingdom. And the strength of those beings is truly  
stronger than the forces of darkness, even if this does not appear so earthly. Yet the bearers of light 
themselves  should  know  that  they  are  untouchable  by  the  forces  hostile  to  Me....  They  should 
therefore be without fear, a spell has been cast around them from which every dark being shrinks back 
if it does not want to challenge Me Myself. Only when the light bearer's mission is fulfilled, when the 
hour of his demise has come, will I release this circle of banishment, but to the judgement and eternal 
damnation of the one who breaks it.... but for the bearer of light himself to increased bliss.... As long 
as he works on earth on My behalf he can venture into the midst of the devils and reproach them for  
the sinfulness of their actions. They will not be able to hunt him down because he is My messenger,  
My servant, My messenger who conveys the pure spirit to earthly people in order to pull them back 
from the abyss of ruin. And this knowledge shall give him courage and strength, he shall believe in 
Me and My Word and constantly be certain of My presence as long as he serves Me with zeal and  
performs his duties, as long as he is willing to spread My Gospel to the world.... to bring the light to 
his fellow human beings which he has received from Me Myself.... The earth is in deepest darkness 
and has to be illuminated in order to let the earthly wanderers find the right path. And where such a 
light shines there the light-shy will never stay, instead it will flee from the light shine.... But in the 
spiritual world the light is penetrating, it does not shine veiled and will therefore always be felt as light 
by the beings of darkness but not desired.... which is why every shine of light is fled, because they 
cannot extinguish the light but its shine causes them torment. For behind every bearer of light I stand 
as the original source of light.... and where I Am, the power of evil is truly broken....

T

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Satanic activity.... Countermeasure by embodied beings of light.... B.D. No. 7049

February 26th 1958

ell has opened its gates and its inhabitants are causing havoc on earth, partly embodied as human 
beings, partly by spiritually influencing people's thoughts or repressing the soul's own will and 

taking possession of the body.... And this is why Satan's activity will openly manifest itself in the last 
H
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days, since due to the fact that people lack the strength of love, against which he is helpless, they will 
be  unable  to  offer  him  sufficient  resistance.  But  people  will  also  receive  help  from  God's  side 
providing they are willing to accept it. Notable activity can also be detected from His side, and to the 
same extent as the powers of the dark worlds manifest themselves and markedly oppress people, the 
forces of light are also at work and likewise support people mentally, but also in physical embodiment 
come to help people, who live as human beings amongst people and thus impart the flow of strength 
from God to them and thus serve as mediators between God and people, Who wants to help them in 
their battle against Satan. This therefore explains that these sources of light can be encountered all 
over earth but that they are not recognised as such by people who have to be regarded as followers of 
the adversary. In the last days it is almost impossible for God to speak through a human being whose 
soul has taken the process through the creations.... It would therefore be almost impossible for Him to 
make contact with people if souls of light would not offer themselves to live on earth in order to help 
people who are not yet entirely controlled by the opponent....

All people should in fact shape themselves to become vessels for the divine Spirit in order to hear 
the Father's voice, and it would certainly be possible if people lived a life of love in accordance with 
God's will. But they are far from it, they are dominated by selfish love, thereby having given God's 
adversary power  over  them,  which  he uses  to  destroy them. But  there  are  also many weak,  still 
undecided people who have not yet been taken in by him completely, and for their sake a large number 
of beings of light come down to earth, and God Himself speaks through these beings of light to the 
former. And this is an incredible grace, it is like a countermeasure, which can still save many souls 
from the adversary if they open themselves to this grace and allow themselves to be addressed by 
God. But even such evidence of grace will not forcibly affect people, it will be up to each individual 
person whether he wants to let himself be addressed or whether he wants to close his ears and heart 
when he encounters a bearer of light.

Earth is fraught with satanic spirit because the price of hell has taken his vassals to earth which now 
try to impose their evil inclinations onto people. And they are succeeding to an alarming extent. And 
thus the spirits oppose each other.... whether they are embodied as human beings or try to influence 
them spiritually....  The  kingdom of  light  and the  realm of  darkness  have  come to  earth,  and the 
spiritual battle takes place on earth as well as in the spiritual kingdom. The beings of light will fight 
for God and His kingdom with a weapon which is given to them by God Himself: with the pure truth,  
which can emanate its light everywhere.... And anyone moving within this sphere of light will also 
receive the strength to resist the forces of darkness.... Their weapons, however, are the commodities of 
this  world.  And  they  incite  people  to  ever  greater  greed  for  earthly-material  values,  to  sensual 
pleasures, to thirst for power, and thereby increasingly darken the spirit of those captivated by them.

And thus light fights against darkness, good against evil, truth against lie.... the beings from above 
fight against  the inhabitants of hell....  but the former with the strength from God while the latter 
receive their strength from Satan. Yet it is up to people who will win the battle. Even so, they are not 
left helpless at the mercy of their souls' enemy, they will always have helpers by their side as soon as 
the thought or the will is emerging in them to become free from evil power. Irrespective how bad the 
activity and raging of God's adversary is in the last days, no human being needs to succumb to it, for  
God's help is assured for everyone who doesn't want to submit to the adversary.... And this is why God 
Himself  through  His  beings  of  light  is  influencing  people,  who  have  joined  him voluntarily,  to 
establish contact between the world of darkness and the world of light. Consequently, increasingly 
more messengers of light will appear amongst people, God will address people ever more urgently, 
and His activity will become more evident the more the raging of God's enemy can be recognised. For 
the battle between Him and the adversary will last until the end, until his power is broken, until he and 
his followers will be bound and a new time of peace will begin when he can no longer pester people 
and the spiritual battle has come to an end for the time being. And then there will be peace on earth 
and people will be in constant union with God, with the beings of light which will stay amongst them 
and continue to instruct them as they have done before, so that people will also hear God's voice 
directly and thus will live a blissful life in the paradise of the new earth....
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Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Protection  in  the  struggle  of  faith  by  beings  of  light  and 
otherworldly souls.... 

B.D. No. 7063

March 11th 1958

y adversary  will  cause  you,  who are  and want  to  remain  faithful  to  Me,  to  engage in  an 
extremely fierce struggle. He will try in every way to make you turn away from faith, from 

spiritual striving and thus from Me Myself....  And I  tell  you this  in advance so that you will  be 
prepared for it and then not doubt Me and My might. For his time is given to him but it is limited, thus 
his activity will certainly also be ended by Me. Yet he will still let off steam against you in every way, 
after all, he knows that you have been able to draw away many of his followers.... But precisely this  
following.... many souls in the kingdom of the beyond.... will grant you protection and help you in 
many adversities he will cause you. And One is always ready to help.... And if I promise you My 
protection and My help you can truly look forward to this coming time without fear, for it will not last  
long.... But it requires your will and your strength of faith. Again and again you will have to unite with 
Me in heartfelt prayer, you will have to work ever more diligently on yourselves and also in My 
vineyard.... You will have to draw strength from My word ever more often and keep an open eye for  
everything that happens around you. For the hardship around you will also increase and then your love 
can prove itself.... And your strength will also increase with every work of love you carry out. Even if 
there is apparent progress on the one hand, even if no earthly decline is apparent for the time being.... 
but spiritually everything is heading towards decline, and people's activity also visibly shows that 
people are under My adversary's control. And then you will need extraordinary inner strength which 
you can only draw from your heartfelt bond with Me. For the more the world comes to the fore the 
more unreal everything spiritual, every doctrine of faith and also spiritual knowledge.... will appear. 
For My adversary will ensure that everything will be doubted, and he will even have eager servants 
who openly take action against My own and want to destroy all their faith.... And if this time were to 
last very long then My own would also be too weak to resist.... but for the sake of the elect I will  
shorten the days, and you can believe that you will  endure this  time, that I will supply you with 
unusual strength because I know that the struggle will also be unusually difficult for you. But I will 
not leave My own and enlighten their spirit so that they will not be deceived by My adversary. And I  
already do everything beforehand to help My own gain strong faith, which then will also be strength 
with which they can master everything. And one resistance after another will also arise for My bearers 
of light due to his influence, but anyone who has given himself to Me of his own free will will also 
have countless beings of light at his side and defend himself against the enemy's power by weakening 
him with their abundance of light, which he is no match for. And thus you need only continue to seek 
the  bond  with  Me as  well  as  with  all  beings  of  light,  so  that  they  may  surround  you  for  your 
protection.... And your devotion to Me will now also secure you the help of those beings which have 
completely entered into My will. And it is My will to support you until the end.... and this will is also 
theirs, and thus you are truly not at  the adversary's mercy but you will  provide the evidence that 
strength and power flow through you as soon as he approaches you in the form of earthly enemies 
who want to hinder you and your spiritual activity, who also want to persuade you to apostatize but 
don't reckon with the strength of spirit you are filled with. Therefore, work as long as you can still  
work unhindered.... Carry the light into the darkness and join Me ever more intimately.... and you will 
truly be able to withstand even the most difficult battle, you will emerge victorious from the battle of 
faith, for My strength will become powerful in you....

M

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Light beings help in the beyond 

The souls' state of darkness in the beyond and help by beings of 
light.... 

B.D. No. 3952

January 4th 1947

nd your share will be light or darkness. You will stay in the light if you had allowed the light to 
enter you, if you had let it flow into your hearts and thereby dispelled the darkness you lived in 

until you were touched by the light from the heavens. However, if you avoid the light darkness will be 
your fate.... And spiritual darkness means wandering about lonely, it means being all alone in darkest 
surroundings without goal and without hope for a change in your situation. Hence a soul staying in 
darkness in the beyond suffers indescribably, since previously it had physical eyesight enabling it to 
recognise everything surrounding it, but now it will require spiritual vision in order to behold spiritual  
things, however, the soul will be spiritually completely blind. And thus it will stay in a dismally barren 
region, and if it  encounters other souls it  will  be unable to recognise them and thus will  have to 
depend on other soul's  help for guidance,  for providing it  with an occasional glimmer of light to 
recognise its environment.

A

The enlightened souls, however, will take care of such poor souls, yet their help is limited according 
to God's will, for they are not allowed to give light to them against their will. As long as the soul does 
not miss the light it has to languish in darkness, no matter how long it will last. It has to long for light,  
its condition has to become intolerable, and it must demand a change of its situation, only then will the 
bearers of light approach and provide it with a small glimmer of their light.... they will offer a few 
explanations and, depending on its willingness to listen and to accept them, the light will then take 
effect on the soul.

Its  insufferable  situation  can  awaken  or  enhance  the  soul's  willingness  to  help  as  soon  as  it 
encounters other suffering souls. It will clearly recognise the suffering even though it is unable to 
recognise much, and as soon as the suffering of these souls stimulates its will to help it will become 
brighter within and the opportunity to help a suffering soul will present itself. Then it will feel an 
influx of strength, and it will use this strength to render assistance and in turn will be assisted itself by 
the beings of light, which will never leave such a soul again. It will receive because it gives, because 
love will have awakened within and every activity of love on earth as well as in the beyond results in 
receiving strength; strength and love, however, are always together.... its will becomes stronger and its 
realisation will grow.... The darkness is penetrated, and for the time being it will give way to a twilight  
which is followed by a golden dawn.... when the sun of the spirit has risen, that is, when the soul 
receives knowledge on every subject from the beings of light, which delights the soul and will impel it 
into constant actions of love, that is, into giving of what it owns itself, to souls which still languish in 
utter darkness.

Every soul is able to escape the darkness; every soul is able to deliver itself,  yet the reason for 
imparting light must always be a loving thought, for without it the beings of light are not allowed to 
distribute gifts, because free will has to strive for light or eternal night will continue to engulf the soul 
and the consequence can be a descent into the deepest abyss. Light, however, belongs to beatitude, and 
once the soul has developed spiritual vision it will recognise its task and behold splendours and never 
again descend into darkness....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Wrestling of the beings of light in the realm of darkness.... B.D. No. 7948

July 24th 1961

n the spiritual kingdom, too, there is an incessant battle for the souls, for My adversary rages there 
as well, and he seeks to prevent the souls from taking the path to ascent.... In the spiritual kingdom 

too the  adversary  seeks  to  push the  souls  away from the  light  and envelop them in  ever  denser 
darkness.... Yet forces of light are also active in the spiritual kingdom which help every soul if it only 
has the slightest will to come out of darkness into the light. Thus even these souls in darkness are not  
without  protection,  only the will  has to  awaken in  themselves towards  the light,  towards  ascent, 
towards  freedom....  And  this  is  the  battle  between  light  and  darkness,  that  the  beings  of  light 
constantly endeavour to push the bad forces out of the darkness and to influence the souls in such a 
way that they themselves want to escape the darkness.... This happens in every way, only the beings of 
light cannot approach the souls in radiant brightness but they have to appear in the same state as those, 
so that the souls gain confidence and express themselves.... And then intercession on the part of people 
is of immense help because the souls' will to resist is thereby weakened if it is not completely broken, 
which then considerably facilitates the light beings' work.... But the love of these beings does not 
abandon the souls which are handed over to their care.... They themselves stand in the light and are 
thereby also blissfully abundant....  and thus their  love drives them again and again to release the 
unhappy souls from their state and to bring them the light. And they usually succeed, only in the case 
of completely hardened souls does the adversary have the upper hand, and then it can also lead to 
renewed banishment at the end of a redemption period when the soul, instead of ascending, sinks ever 
deeper and then a renewed dissolution of the spiritual substances is inevitable. The redeemer's work in 
the spiritual kingdom is carried out ever more intensively, for the beings of light are aware of the 
coming earth upheaval, they know about the danger of a new banishment of incorrigible souls, and 
they  truly  do  everything  to  spare  them this  fate,  because  they  know about  the  agonies  and  the 
infinitely long time until they can walk the earth again as I-conscious beings. And the activity which 
makes them happy consists of helping the souls to salvation, of bringing them the light, of leading 
them to Jesus Christ, Whom they must first have found in the kingdom of the beyond if the kingdom 
of light is to be opened to them. For this reason your work of redemption on earth is blessed, for every 
soul  which  has  already  found  Him  on  earth  need  not  fear  the  darkness  even  if  it  cannot  yet 
demonstrate a high degree of light when entering the spiritual kingdom; but it need not fear a decline, 
it has escaped the adversary's power and will be granted help in every way so that it can ascend to the 
ascent. My adversary truly makes extensive use of the power he possesses in the end, and he oppresses 
everything spiritual which strives towards Me.... And he will try by all means to prevent that what still 
belongs to him also takes the path to Me.... But the beings of light let their love radiate and achieve 
much with it, even if they have to respect the souls' free will. Love fights against hatred, and love is 
truly a great strength.... And thus you humans on earth can also push everything unspiritual away from 
you through love, you can also successfully wage the battle against darkness if you let love break 
through, if you only ever oppose evil with love.... For the adversary succumbs to love, he flees it, and 
then he leaves you when love becomes overpowering in you, which is why you can also bring help to 
the beings in darkness by virtue of your love, because they surrender when such a ray of love touches 
them.... And then they are also saved, and My adversary has lost power over these souls, for anyone 
who has once felt the strength of love has his resistance broken, and now it is not difficult for the 
beings of light in the spiritual kingdom to help them upwards, and they are saved for all eternity....

I

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Calling  upon  the  beings  of  light....  Prior  connection  with  the 
Father.... 

B.D. No. 5675

May 13th 1953

ake  contact  with  all  the  virtuous  forces  in  the  spiritual  kingdom  by  appealing  for  their 
protection, for their care and help in spiritual as well as in earthly adversity. They are devoted 

to you in love and always want to help you, yet they are also bound to observe the laws of eternal 
order so that they may not help you until  you call  upon them yourselves, because your own will 
determines the influence of good or evil forces.... Thus you may turn to the spiritual world of light, 
however, by doing so you must not forget.... Me Myself.... I want to be King in your hearts, it is My 
will  that you establish the connection with Me Myself,  that you ask Me Myself  to send you My 
helpers, that I give My blessings, that nothing shall happen without My will. Your connection with Me 
is the goal of your earthly life and if you exclude Me by exclusively handing yourselves over to the 
beings of light you will hardly reach your goal, for then you will be missing one thing: childlike trust 
towards the Father, which will also let you find the direct path to the Father.... I try to gain your love,  
the love of a child for its Father.... And you lack this love if you don't call upon Me in every adversity 
of body and soul, for if you love Me your heart will impel you to Me.

M

This is why the straight path to Me is also evidence of your love and faith, and all My angels, My 
messengers of light and helpers, rejoice if you offer Me this love and then they will work on My 
instructions on your behalf and within you. And if you also mentally entrust yourselves to their care 
the influx of strength, which then will constantly flow into you, will never be ineffective. You can 
confidently put your trust in them, yet the connection with Me must always come first, for I want to  
hear your call before I instruct My forces to provide help for you. They all merely comply with their  
Lord's will, which is also their own will, and in order to receive their Lord's instruction to be helpfully  
active He also wants to be called upon by those who require help. However, when the love of a child 
calls for the Father, the Father will mobilise all the forces of heaven in order to give His child what it 
requires.... For love achieves anything, and I want to receive this love from My child....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Power influx through connection with the light-filled world.... B.D. No. 8340

November 27th 1962

very spiritual contact, i.e. every bond with Me Myself as well as with the good spiritual world,  
allows for a transmission of strength which is of greatest benefit to you humans, for receiving 

spiritual strength means that the soul comes to life again, which lasts forever.... It has emerged from its 
state of death through its voluntary turning to the world of light, to Me, Who reigns in this world of  
light, and it can now also receive the flow of life which originates from Me and is also conveyed to it 
through the world of light. You don't know how beneficial it is when you daily place your thoughts 
into this world full of light, when you call upon all those who are benevolent towards you, when you 
ask all good spirits surrounding you for support in all  your earthly affairs, if  you trustingly hand 
yourselves over to the messengers of light who have joined you on My behalf in order to guide you 
and who only  ever  carry  out  My will,  as  soon as  you also  sincerely  remember  Me and thereby 
establish the contact between you and Me, which is a prerequisite for the transmission of strength.... 
And don't let yourselves be put off even if your body doesn't feel this influx of strength but your soul  
receives it, and truly, it gets healthy and matures to such an extent that you can go through earthly life  
with joy and hope, for you will surely reach your goal.... the union with Me. It is still an unreal world  

E
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for you into which you mentally place yourselves as soon as you seek contact with Me and all spiritual 
beings full of light, yet it is your soul's true home, and it also recognises the home and consciously 
strives towards it. But it cannot transmit the impressions to the body because it would not be able to 
bear it and would be incapable of its life on this earth.... Yet the soul itself is enabled by the supply of 
My strength of love to look into the spiritual kingdom, and it is happy to be allowed to enter this 
kingdom one day. And whenever you humans sincerely remember Me I can let this strength flow to 
you, for the contact between you and Me results in this influx, for I constantly emanate My flow of 
strength of love, and where it finds no resistance it can become effective....  But where a person's 
thoughts never turn towards the kingdom of light, i.e. where they never seek Me Myself, an influx of 
strength is impossible and the soul remains in its  death-like state and can also pass over into the  
kingdom of the beyond in the same state.... Therefore establish this heartfelt bond with Me often and 
receive unlimited strength of love from Me, and believe Me that you can do nothing better than to  
repeatedly send your thoughts to Me and entrust yourselves to all spiritual beings full of light, for 
truly, you will be protected and guided like children who are always in need of loving guidance.... But 
you will also be able to walk along carefree and need not fear any lack, for the soul and the body will 
receive what they need because you yourselves make it possible for Me to provide for you spiritually 
and earthly through your conscious devotion to Me.... Believe that I constantly want to give you gifts 
but that I need your open hands to receive My gifts of grace.... that your hearts have to open in order  
to receive My illumination of love.... And thus this happens when your thoughts turn towards Me and 
repeatedly dwell with Me and in the spiritual kingdom.... Then you will no longer be distant from Me, 
for then your being will also be full of love, otherwise you would not look for Me as the eternal love. 
And thus you will also understand why I keep warning you about the world, why I keep you away 
from it and demand that you should go into stillness.... For I cannot be found in the world, and through 
the world you will be hindered in your intimate bond with Me and therefore will also be able to  
register little strength as long as the world still stands between us.... You also seem to receive goods 
which are beneficial for the body but never what the soul needs in order to perfect itself. For only I 
can give it that, and it also receives it as soon as it unites with Me and enables the influx of strength 
which alone helps it to live eternally....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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